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Meet Dennis Hanley, Demonized GM of La Montañita Co-op
BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

S

ince he started as the general manager of La
Montañita Co-op this past Dec. 15, Dennis
Hanley has heard a steady drumbeat of advice from
some co-op members: Close the West Side store that
was opened in 2013 because it isn’t making money
and it’s eroding the nonprofit’s profit margin.
But as a 39-year-veteran of the produce and
grocery business, a boundless optimist and a
turnaround specialist, Hanley has refused, saying he
needed a chance to save the store.
“There are 33 team members in that store, and I
wasn’t the guy who wanted to shut it,” Hanley said.
“I was the guy who wanted to turn it around and
save all those jobs.”

and vitality of our business.”
Hanley denied all those allegations. He said he
invited critics to talk to him personally, an offer he
said they refused.
So why did Hanley, a San Francisco-area native
who has worked in 48 states and nine foreign countries, come to New Mexico and La Montañita?
“One reason. I think the co-op spirit is cool as hell,
and I came here because I wanted to affect lives in
the community,” he said. “I could not get out of
[his last employer] fast enough because I didn’t like
how they treated people. It has to do with my views
on diversity. I’m into diversity – people of color,
females in management positions – and I don’t think
they shared my thoughts.”
Hanley said he was hired to do three things at
La Montañita: make the West Side store profitable,
change the perception that the co-op’s merchandise
is too expensive – especially its organic produce –
and fix the Nob Hill location.

The co-op insurgents have
launched a petition drive that is
seeking to impeach all nine board
members and fire Hanley
And Hanley says he is doing just that, thanks to
an intense and ongoing promotional and marketing
effort. So far this year, sales at the 12,500-square-foot
store are up 35 percent over the same period last
year. Its deficit has fallen by 60 percent, and it’s only
$10,000 a week in sales away from breaking even.
“It’s making great progress, and we are on our
way to breaking even, and yet you hear people say,
‘Close it, close it, close it.’ I wake up every morning,
and I refuse to let 33 people out of a job. I want to
be the guy who puts the trophy on the shelf that
says we turned it around and that we saved 33 team
members’ jobs. I don’t want to be the guy who said,
‘close it.’ That’s more of a corporate call. You shut
everything down that is not making money, but
that’s not what we are about.”
And yet, while he refused to make the corporate
call of closing an unprofitable location instead of
taking the time to let it mature and grow, Hanley is
the main target of a small group of co-op members
who say he and the nine-member La Montañita
board are “corporatizing” the co-op.
The 56-year-old Hanley, who was hired because of
his turnaround expertise and because of his experience in running grocery operations, is a bit bewildered by allegations from the “Take Back the Co-op”
movement.

Dan Vukelich

The co-op’s Nob Hill store opened in 1987.

‘I could not get out of [his last
employer] fast enough because I
didn’t like how they treated people’

Dennis Domrzalski

Since Dennis Hanley’s arrival at La Montañita Co-op this past Dec.
15, he has introduced some nonorganic produce, but he also has
increased the number of organic produce items from 125 to 325.

The co-op insurgents have launched a petition
drive that is seeking to impeach all nine board members and fire Hanley. Its main allegations are that
Hanley introduced nonorganic produce that is being
sold alongside its organic produce. They charge that
the West Side store is draining the co-op’s profits
and that Hanley is part of a conspiracy to de-democratize the co-op and make every food co-op in the
country exactly the same.

‘How can people not treat people
like they want to be treated?
And they definitely have not
treated me properly’
— Co-op GM Dennis Hanley

“How can someone sign a petition and not have
the other sides?” Hanley asked. “How can people
not treat people like they want to be treated? And
they definitely have not treated me properly. It’s not
the Take Back the Co-op group that concerns me; it’s
taking away the co-op potentially from people – the
people who have put so much into it.”
Hanley’s corporate grocery background has
angered the co-op’s critics. He has worked for the
Winn-Dixie, K-Mart, Kroger, Sprouts and Safeway
groceries. He had no prior experience at food co-ops.
In addition, the Take Back the Co-op’s website alleges that Hanley has fostered a climate of fear and
intimidation and that he is “a master of doubletalk
and manipulation and that he’s comfortable in using
deceit about a number of topics, including the health

— Hanley

Hanley got familiar with the co-op’s pricing on
Dec. 20, 2015, just five days after he started. A co-op
member got home from shopping at the Santa Fe
store and discovered that a single head of out-ofseason organic cauliflower had cost her $26.23. She
returned the cauliflower. Hanley knew he had a
problem.
After meetings and talks with co-op members,
and after pricing organic produce sold at other
Albuquerque area stores, Hanley decided to do two
things to attract more shoppers and increase sales.
He stocked some nonorganic produce – which is
cheaper than organic – and he reduced the price of
organic produce by 45 percent across the board. He
also increased the number of organic produce items
from 125 to 325.
The idea, Hanley said, is to make La Montañita the
place to go in Albuquerque, Santa Fe and Gallup for
people who want the best selection and prices on
organic produce.
“Our objective is to lead in organic produce in the
state of New Mexico,” Hanley said. “Because we are
a cooperative and because no one is going to beat us
in organic produce. And the reason you should go to
La Montañita is because of the quality of the product, the larger assortment and because of the value.”
Hanley said the new pricing strategy is working.
So far this year, sales across the co-op’s six stores are
up 6.6 percent from the same time last year. Sales at
the West Side store are up 35 percent.
“Find anybody in food retail who has done that,”
he said.
Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor at
ABQ Free Press Weekly. Reach him at
dennis@freeabq.com
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About the Cover Artist:
Shawna Cory
BY JYLLIAN ROACH

T

here are two basic types of
people in the photography
world: Those who take pictures,
and those who curate them.
Shawna Cory is one of the relatively rare few who do both.
Cory said she’s pursued
creative activities since she was
very young, painting and drawing for hours at a time. When
she was in in middle school, her
interest in photography began to
blossom.
“When I was in seventh or
eighth grade, I remember falling
madly in love with a book of Julia Margaret Cameron portraits,
which was part of the Wyoming
library’s Special Collection, so
couldn’t be checked out,” she
said. “I would go every once in
a while, and sit cross legged in
one of the aisles, and just adore
it, from cover to cover.”
It was during her time as a
college student the New Mexico
native discovered her love for
the history of photography while
earning her bachelor’s degrees in art
history and professional writing at
UNM. Within 10 minutes of her first
class on the subject, Cory said the
professor had her hooked.
“That woman rocked my fucking
world, academically,” Cory said.
“Honestly, it hadn’t really occurred to
me that history of photography was
an actual art historical discipline until
I signed up for her first class.”
As Cory became more and more
enthralled with the art world, the
art world became enthralled with
her – in 2008 she was asked to curate
an exhibition for UNM’s art museum.
She would be the second student and
first undergraduate to be offered such
an honor. And as a postgraduate she
was offered a position as a volunteer
archivist at the museum.
“I was given a rare opportunity to
curate a single show for a new, kind of
experimental Museum Studies class I
was taking at the time,” she said. “The
experience absolutely reinforced my
love for art and photography ... and
for organizing objects into seemingly
cohesive, logical groups and writing
about them.”
It was around this time that Cory
discovered the Guerrilla Photo Group
and began taking her own pictures

in earnest and began exploring her
unique style of photography: looking
for the moments when people are
truly themselves.
“I’m less interested in making
people look ‘beautiful’ than using
photography as a tool to capture the
quick, otherwise unseen moments
in the world,” she said. “I like playing with my camera. Artistically,
my favorite images are often happy
accidents.”
Cory’s experience in art curation
drove her to suggest something that
would change many aspects of Guerrilla Photo Group: themed quarterly
art shows around town. The group,
through Cory and her team on the art
committee, has since hosted dozens of
shows, each featuring work from its
various members.
Aside from experience, there’s a lot
of personal value to the art shows,
Cory said.
“Especially for someone new and
not very confident in their work, it’s
incredibly valuable to be able to send
friends and family and even potential
clients to see their work hanging on
the wall somewhere around town,”
she said.
Jyllian Roach is the arts and entertainment editor at Free Press Weekly. Reach
her at jyllian@freeabq.com
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Hillary’s Support in N.M.
Softens, Latest Poll Shows
BY JOE MONAHAN

C

ome on down,
Hillary. Don’t
be bashful. The
balloons are here,
the weather here
is fine, the food is
outstanding and
your husband is like
one of our favorite
sons. Those are all good reasons for a
visit – not to mention our five electoral
votes, which are decidedly leaning
your way, but could use a little push
from you to seal the deal.
The Albuquerque Journal poll,
conducted from Tuesday through
Thursday of last week following the
Monday presidential debate, shows a
relatively tight three-way presidential
race – Clinton at 35 percent, Trump at
31 and Gary Johnson at a somewhat
surprising 24. (Green Party candidate
Jill Stein garners 2 percent.)
That’s no reason for the Clinton
campaign to panic, but it does give
them cause to pause.

The Clinton campaign’s
presence here has been
minimal at best, with
no notable surrogates
appearing on her behalf
and no paid media
With New Mexico off the national
pundits’ list of swing states – and this
poll alone won’t change that — Clinton
has treated it as fly-over territory.
The Clinton campaign’s presence here
has been minimal at best, with no
notable surrogates appearing on her
behalf and no paid media. Meanwhile,
Johnson has been advertising in the
state that he governed for two terms.
Trump announced a TV ad buy here,
but so far no ads have aired.
The good news for Clinton is that a
little push here would go a long way,
given that her problem, according
to Brian Sanderoff of Research and
Polling, is with Hispanic voters. Most of
them are Democrats, but too many are
congregating around Johnson. He gets
31 percent Hispanic support to Hillary’s
40 and Trump’s 18.
We’d speculate, with history on our
side, that there’s a good deal of cultural resistance to the nation’s first female Democratic presidential nominee.
A similar problem confronted 2010
Democratic gubernatorial nominee Di-

ane Denish when a Hispanic woman by
the name of Susana Martinez marched
into the northern Spanish counties and
went on to garner 40 percent of the
Hispanic vote — a muscular number for
a Republican — which was instrumental in her victory.
In the June primary this year and
with Bernie Sanders breathing down
her neck, Hillary dispatched Bill Clinton
to the North for appearances in Santa
Fe and Española to bring home the
Hispanic vote. Still, her victory over
Sanders here was anemic, showing that
the lack of enthusiasm for her extended
into liberal Anglo precincts as well.
In a head-to-head match in the Journal poll, Clinton smashes Trump by 10
points, 44 to 34, revealing again that
Johnson’s strength is the issue in the
Land of Enchantment. Johnson’s many
embarrassing missteps on the campaign trail are old news around New
Mexico, where he was well-known as
a shoot-from-the-hip governor and
not one prone to intellectual wrestling
matches. That familiarity and the obvious disdain for the two major party
candidates is sustaining him.
Can Johnson grow from here? History says this is likely his peak number;
he should start coming down as the
actual voting nears. Many voters may
be saying they plan to vote for Johnson, but will peel off as the emotional
intensity of the clash between Trump
and Clinton grows. But if Johnson
keeps a media buy in place and there is
no negative campaigning against him,
he may hang in that rarefied air for a
third-party candidate: double digits.
(Johnson received a mere 3.55
percent of the New Mexico vote in the
2012 presidential contest).
One poll does not make a campaign,
and Nate Silver at 538 who compiles
all of them, many of which never see
the light of day around here, still
pegs Clinton’s chances of winning
New Mexico at 83 percent. His model
gives Johnson a 2-3 percent chance.
But in a topsy-turvy year like this one,
why should Hillary take comfort in
that? Much better to send Bill and the
surrogates down for some comfort
food — like enchiladas in Doña Ana
County, or some burritos in Rio Arriba
County. Or maybe even stop by herself
for a combo plate in Albuquerque.

Joe Monahan is a veteran of New Mexico
politics. His daily blog can be found at
joemonahan.com

Equality N.M. Holds Fundraiser
At Balloon Museum
by sayrah namastÉ

E

quality at the
Fiesta: Look up!
The annual Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta
is here.
One of the best
times to check it
out is at the event
“Equality at the
Balloon Fiesta,” a fundraiser of Equality
New Mexico on the final night of the fiesta from 6–8 p.m. on Saturday, October
8 at the Anderson-Abruzzo International
Balloon Museum, 9201 Balloon Museum
Dr. NE.
Equality New Mexico (EQNM) is
New Mexico’s statewide Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender civil rights,
advocacy and education organization.
Proceeds from the event help EQNM
continue its work on the New Mexico
Safe School Initiative as well as other
LGBTQ outreach and advocacy projects.
An estimated 10,400 students in New
Mexico miss school some time during
the year because they don’t feel safe
there, according to EQNM. The New
Mexico Safe Schools Initiative is a multi-

year collaborative effort to create “Safe
Schools” practices, work on bullying prevention in schools, adopt and implement
best practices for transgender students
statewide and provide “Safe Schools”
policy development and implementation
support for New Mexico’s public schools.
If you attend the fundraiser, you will
get to see the final Balloon Glow, the
Laser Light Show and the fireworks
show from one of the best views in the
city. The event includes music, games,
raffles, hors d’oeuvres and a cash bar.
Tickets range from $25 for students/low
income to $100 for VIP admission that
includes a parking pass and an EQNM
swag bag. More info at: eqnm.org.
Goodbye Columbus: This is the
second year in Albuquerque that the city
will no longer commemorate Columbus
Day, but instead celebrate Indigenous
Peoples’ Day! There will be a march and
rally from 5:30–7:30 p.m. on Monday,
Oct 10.

Sayrah Namasté is an organizer with the
American Friends Service Committee in
Albuquerque. She writes about events
of interest to Albuquerque’s activist
community.
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Go to www.freeabq.com/dating/
And Meet Someone New
Let ABQ’s Best Alternative Newspaper
Help You Find Your Soulmate

LETTERS/ANALYSIS
To the Editor:
In his recent satirical piece in the ABQ
Free Press, Jeff Baker suggested the
creation of a pay-per-view TV Death
Penalty Network as a partial solution to
our state’s dismal economic situation.
His article reminded me that, years
ago, those of us involved in the effort
to repeal the death penalty discussed
whether executions should be carried out
in public places instead of behind closed
and locked doors in anonymous facilities. One theory was that if the public
saw how truly terrible and horrifying
executions really are, more people might
become opposed to its use.
If the citizenry saw a person burned
alive (the electric chair), asphyxiated (the
gas chamber) or poisoned so that a heart
attack and/or respiratory failure would
occur (lethal injection), maybe some of
them could be convinced that a civilized
society does not do this.
It is now clear that even execution by
lethal injection, a procedure sold as a
“humane” way to kill a human being,
has become a dreadful and agonizing
failure. For example, the execution of
Joseph Wood in Arizona in July 2014
required fifteen injections of a lethal drug
and took almost two hours to complete.
On February 3, 2016, in Georgia, after
spending 24 minutes unsuccessfully
trying to insert an IV into Brandon Jones’
left arm, the executioners spent 8 more
minutes trying to insert it in his right
arm, and when that failed they again
attempted to insert it in his left arm.
They then asked a physician to violate
the code of medical ethics for assistance,
and he spent 13 more minutes inserting
and stitching the IV near Jones’ groin. Six
minutes later, Jones’ eyes popped open
and he finally died. He was 72 years old
at the time of his execution.
Sadly, given the state of our country
today, the thirst for revenge and the
cheap political motives of politicians
like our governor, I am not certain that
a TV Death Penalty Network would
not be a success. In television dramas,
news shows, documentaries, and even
comedies, people are routinely killed.
Maybe some people would pay to watch
a government-sponsored snuff video.
— Edwin Macy, Placitas
To the Editor:
Thanks for detailing the “Take back the
Co-op” controversy in the current issue
of the ABQ Free Press Weekly.
I’m a long-time member of the co-op
and have not signed the petition but, like
others I know, have been trying to understand the implications of the insurgency.
I have not bought the conventional produce at the co-op now marked as “Clean
15” and segregated at its own table at
Nob Hill co-op where I shop. I also have
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never seen a $26 organic cauliflower
there. I have long recognized the difference in colored labels that distinguish
pesticide-free and local produce from
organic produce, and I almost always
choose organic.
As someone who shops nearly exclusively at the co-op and also is an organic
gardener (though not certified) for more
than 40 years in the Rio Grande Valley,
I remain faithful to the current leadership’s management and commitment to
helping local farmers and to increasing
the organic selections even while offering
the Clean 15.
Others may not know that on Tuesdays
the Co-op offers a shopping and delivery
service to members with special needs.
Volunteers (I am one of them) use their
own cars and get a 15 percent discount
off their own groceries for each delivery
we make. This program is not a moneymaker for the Co-op. My discount each
week usually outstrips the amount that
the delivery recipients pay for their
groceries. If I deliver to two families,
as I often do, I receive two 15 percent
discounts that I can use for two separate
shopping trips for my own groceries. I
know firsthand how valuable this service
is to disabled and older members. Volunteering also makes it possible for me to
afford high-quality, organic produce and
other groceries that I can’t grow myself.
I’m glad you made the effort to sort out
the complex system of co-op suppliers
and the many choices that La Montañita
Co-op managers must make. Rather than
take over the co-op, insurgents should
consider starting their own co-op and try
competing in the greater Albuquerque
market.
I’ve considered doing just that in
Tomé, where I live, and even with help
offered by La Montañita’s Robin Seydel, I
haven’t felt qualified to try. I would hate
to see La Montañita suffer if members
don’t make the effort to learn the facts
before signing the petition. Please contact
Robin Seydel for the co-op’s rationale
and many accomplishments. She has
some ready answers for those willing to
listen.
— Geri Rhodes, Tomé
ABQ Free Press welcomes letters
to the editor and bylined opinion pieces, subject to editing
by the newspaper for style and
length. Letters may appear in
print on the newspaper’s website, www.freeabq.com. Writers
should include their full name
and a daytime phone number
that the newspaper’s editors can
use to contact them.
Submissions should be sent to
editor@freeabq.com

One Presidential Debate
Down, Two to Go
BY STEPHAN HELGESEN

T

he first of three 2016 presidential
debates is now history, and as a
viewer, I have to say that it was about
as much fun as giving blood. No one
won, but everyone lost, as both candidates proved once again that neither
is supremely qualified to sit behind the
Resolute Desk and be commander in
chief of the world’s top superpower.

Clinton’s tone was
supercilious, as if she
were flying a few thousand feet above her rival
and looking down on him
The 90-minute debate revealed no
secrets, uncovered no new weaknesses,
nor did it give any voter any reason to
believe that by electing either one of
them that America will be any closer
to solving its most pressing problems.
Instead, it only reinforced the notions
that Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump
supporters already had about their
candidates.
It has been said that there is only a
small sliver of undecided voters left to
sway because most voters have already
made their choice. This leaves the
debate as providing only entertainment
value to voters. On that score, it came
up short as well. It was more welterweight than heavyweight fight with no
knockout punches finding their target.
The redoubtable “Mick” from “Rocky”
would have said, “That’s OK, Champ,
we was jes toyin’ with her.”
If both candidates lost, then the question becomes, “Who lost the least?”
The answer to that depends on what
you were hoping to see. As a traditional
debater, Clinton probably scored more
points, but the average person might
have viewed it differently. Street
fighters would have definitely given
Trump the nod. Here’s how I scored the
debate:
Hillary Clinton succeeded at showing
us that she studied for her “exam” and
that she’s really good at memorizing
and repeating talking points, but this
we already knew as she is a product
of the rote school of government. Her
stature and stage presence were heavily
scripted, controlled and stable throughout the debate.
Clinton’s tone was supercilious, as if
she were flying a few thousand feet
above her rival and looking down on

him. Her body language gave away
nothing, and she made no eye contact
with Trump. She was focused and
disciplined in her responses, although
she pivoted away from them when
necessary to land a few prearranged
blows on Trump’s finances, on his
attitudes toward women and his “racist” tendencies. She was not friendly
nor was she forgiving. She was, quite
simply, herself.
Trump, on the other hand, was
unscripted and sounded like the final
exam (the debate) was just a pop quiz.
He responded to Clinton’s taunts in
predictable Trumpian fashion with
rambling, disconnected sentences. In
short, he took Clinton’s bait, and she
played out the line until it was time to
set the hook, which she did (and often),
releasing him only to hook him again.
Trump was repetitious and meandering,
calm but probably seething beneath
the surface.
While his eye contact with Clinton
was frequent, it was cold like the eyes
of an inanimate alabaster statue in a
museum. His command of the issues
was uninspiring. He chose, instead, to
stay on the periphery. The few times he
ventured forth into the no-man’s land
of details, he quickly brought himself
back to the safety of generalizations.

Trump, on the other
hand, was unscripted
and sounded like the final
exam (the debate) was
just a pop quiz
Their performances were predictable:
hers, the consummate politician, and
his, the seasoned, straight-talking
businessman. While they showed us
nothing new, they did make us realize
that this year’s election has become the
ultimate crapshoot for America.
We have only ourselves to blame for
elevating two such questionable people
to the pinnacle of presidential candidates. There will be a day of reckoning,
and it is Nov. 8 when we must choose
between the two. God help us all.

Stephan Helgesen is a former career U.S.
diplomat and is now a political analyst
and strategist. He has written more than
500 articles and six books on politics, the
economy and social trends. He can be
reached at: stephan@stephanhelgesen.com
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BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

Could Gary Johnson Win N.M.?

T

W

As Chile Season Winds Down, So Do Hopes for Mechanical Picker
chile. That fell to 16,200 acres in 1999, and
his was supposed to be the year of the
big breakthrough for New Mexico’s
to 7,700 acres last year.
green chile farmers, the year in which most
And while mass mechanical harvesting
of the commercial crop was to be picked by
didn’t occur this year, Walker, farmers and
machines instead of humans, and the year
researchers continue to work toward the
in which the industry was to reverse a 20day when it will. Walker has been working
year decline by freeing itself from the need
to develop chile varieties that bear more
for manual labor at harvest time.
fruit higher up on the plant, which would
But, it didn’t happen. Only a few hunmake it easier for mechanical harvesters to
dred acres of the commercial harvest this
pick. She’s also been experimenting with
year were picked by mechanical harvesters,
putting chile plants closer together – four to
the same as last year.
six inches apart instead of the normal 10 to
The problem isn’t the chile-picking
12 inches.
machines; they work well. The roadblock is
“We have found that putting green chile
getting an automated de-stemming maplants as close as four inches apart seems to
chine that can scale up to work on around
help with the mechanical harvest,” Walker
7,700 acres of chile fields across the state.
said. “It looks like closer plant spacing is
Hatchroastedchile.com
About 80 percent of the chile crop is
showing promise.”
Hatch chile producers are seeking certification of the Hatch name in a bid to fend off
cheaper Mexican produce that passes as Hatch chile.
sent to food processors for canning and
Both Walker and the inventor of the
freezing, and they demand chiles that
mechanical green chile picker, Haim Oz,
will work well once it is scaled up.”
don’t have stems. And right now, humans
of Israel, had predicted that 2016 would be
The state’s chile industry has been looking for a
can de-stem chiles faster and more efficiently than
the year in which the commercial green chile crop
way to mechanize since 1994 when the North Amerimachines.
was picked by machine. If that does happen in the
can Free Trade Agreement took effect and decimated
“One of the holdups [to mechanically picking
next few years, it will put hundreds of seasonal farm
the industry. Lower labor costs in Mexico made it
green chiles] is de-stemming,” said Stephanie Walkworkers out of jobs.
difficult for New Mexico producers to compete with
er, a vegetable specialist with New Mexico State
“As soon as we have a year of labor shortages,
the cheaper imports that NAFTA allowed into the
University. “We are still trying to get a de-stemming
that’s when I think we will transition to machine
U.S. market.
machine scaled up. We’ve made great progress and
harvesting quickly,” Walker said. “If it’s needed to
In 1992, state farmers harvested 34,500 acres of
have identified a great de-stemming machine that
pick the fields, I think growers will adopt it quickly.”

BY MATTHEW REICHBACH

ill New Mexico be in play this presidential
election?
That’s the question following the recent release of
an Albuquerque Journal poll by Research and Polling Inc. And it’s a question polling guru Nate Silver
of FiveThirtyEight looked into.
The bottom line is that the FiveThirtyEight model
still has Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton as a
heavy favorite to win the state. While the poll was
close between Clinton and Republican nominee
Donald Trump, FiveThirtyEight still has Clinton an
82 percent favorite to win the state, down from 85
percent in the final days of September.
And despite Gary Johnson polling over 20 percent
here, Johnson’s odds of winning New Mexico are
still less than 5 percent.
So will New Mexico be a deciding state?
If Johnson were to somehow win New Mexico,
that could cause a deadlock where no candidate gets
the required 270 electoral votes, sending the election
to the U.S. House of Representatives. Republicans
are overwhelming favorites to keep control of the
U.S. House.
“It’s not far-fetched to think the Electoral College
would be close enough that New Mexico would
make the difference, and it’s not totally crazy to

think that Johnson could win his home state.
But for both to occur together is quite a parlay,” Silver wrote on the FiveThirtyEight.com
website.
“In 20,000 simulations of our polls-only
model, cases in which neither Clinton nor
Trump received a majority of electoral votes
and Johnson received at least one came up just
30 times, putting the chances at 0.15 percent.
“Most of those did involve Johnson winning
New Mexico, sometimes along with Alaska
(probably his second-best state),” Silver wrote.
Even with the impressive result for Johnson,
his 24 percent is still 11 percent behind Clinton
and 7 percent behind Trump in the Land of
Enchantment.
Matthew Reichbach is editor of NMPoliticalReport.
com, a nonprofit online news agency.

This graphic, generated by the political analysis website FiveThirtyEight.
com, shows the potential effect on the Electoral College map of a Johnson
win in his home state of New Mexico.

A new poll puts @GovGaryJohnson at 24% in New Mexico, which makes
this map plausible. Electoral College deadlock. https://t.co/EpKzUmfzUP
pic.twitter.com/kgqpWlLuIK
Gary Johnson

— Nate Silver (@NateSilver538) October 2, 2016

Construction Projects Cut by Cash-starved Legislature
BY SANDRA FISH

S

everal lawmakers groused about losing projects
in their districts, but the state House of Representatives approved a bill slashing 119 stalled
infrastructure projects at a cost of $12.5 million.
Senate Bill 8 moved to Gov. Susana Martinez for
her signature.
The legislation essentially moves nearly $90
million in unspent state dollars to New Mexico’s
general fund as lawmakers tried to backfill a deficit
of nearly $600 million.
SB8 also cuts earmarks for water, tribal and colonias by 1 percent. But the 119 projects, virtually all of
them earmarked by individual lawmakers, drew the
most debate as the bill moved through the House
and Senate.
The projects range from road improvements to
water treatment to charter schools to playgrounds
and more.
Legislative staffers pointed out that none of the
projects have been started, and the bill includes a
provision for local governments to keep the funding
if it’s proven they are mistakenly on the list.
The problem of capital outlay projects that aren’t
started or are only partially funded is one that has
The New Mexico Legislature was half in, half out
of session when ABQ Free Press Weekly went to
press. We’ll have extensive coverage next issue of
what legislators did – or didn’t do – if the special
session concludes by our press deadline next week.

— Dan Vukelich, editor

Zack Frank

Legislators in the Senate voted to adjourn Oct. 1, but the House
stayed in session. Under the Legislature’s rules, one chamber can
force the other to return to work after three days. That sort of
back and forth can continue for up to 30 days, with each house
costing taxpayers $25,000 a day each day the special session
continues.

some calling for reform of the system. Lawmakers
sometimes include projects that local governments
weren’t planning for or that they don’t have enough
money to construct.
Rep. Sharon Chahchischilliage, a Republican from
Kirtland, said Navajo Nation projects were being
unfairly singled out in the process, with 21 projects
affecting the tribe in the northwest part of the state.
“I cannot support this bill,” she said. “We’re a poor
nation. We have communities that are left out; we
have communities that are hurting. We have communities that would love to have cell towers.”
The House voted to approve the bill 50-13.
Legislative and administrative staff developed the

list over the past six weeks, identifying projects from
2013 and 2014 with no grant agreements, expenditures or notice of obligations.
“You need to review those lists we give you that
are your outstanding projects,” Legislative Finance
Committee staffer Linda Kehoe told House committee members who complained about the cuts on
Sunday. “A lot of the entities do not have any match
money.”
House Appropriations and Finance Chairman
Rep. Larry Larrañaga, an Albuquerque Republican,
agreed the process is flawed.
“The capital outlay system begs for reform. We
have to have some better process in which the
money gets spent,” Larrañaga said. “The pain is
spread out in an equal manner here. That’s the fairest way to do this.”
Sandra Fish is a reporter with New Mexico In Depth,
a nonprofit online news agency.

Bernalillo County Projects slashed
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center land and buildings...........$587,000
National Hispanic Cultural Center welcome center.........$564,000
Zuni Road improvements,...............................................$430,000
Albuquerque Railyards improvements............................$303,000
Fourth Street Southwest improvements..........................$150,000
West Central Avenue redevelopment.............................. $115,000
14 Cien Aguas International School facilities,.................$105,000
Carlisle and Constitution intersection improvements......$105,000
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Rights Group Pickets Santa Fe’s Daily Newspaper
BY TOM SHARPE

S

On Oct. 3, about a dozen people, including two
current employees that Perez supervised, picketed
the New Mexican’s downtown headquarters. Perez
had worked at the paper’s printing plant on the far
southwest side of Santa Fe.
The protest was organized by the United Workers
Center of New Mexico, a project of Somos un Pueblo
Unido (We are a United Town). The 22-year-old,
Santa Fe-based, immigrant-rights organization is a
frequent source for the newspaper.
The New Mexican, established in 1849, is the oldest daily newspaper west of the Mississippi River. It
prints The New York Times and most of the newspapers in New Mexico, including ABQ Free Press
Weekly.
Somos Executive Director Marcela Diaz said that in
recent years, her group had helped at least 15 groups
of employees at local businesses file complaints with
government agencies and had won most of those
cases along with about $1 million in back wages.
The most recent case involved a Blake’s Lotaburger
on West Zia Road where a dozen women workers
claimed a district manager sexually harassed them
and called them “whores.”
Univision covered Monday’s demonstration, and
the New Mexican also sent a reporter and photographer. Perez carried a picket sign that asked the
newspaper to “stop the hate.” Another picket sign
said, “We don’t want donuts. We want respect” – a
reference to what a demonstrator said was the paper’s attempts to solve problems by sending pastries
to complaining employees.
Although no immigration issues are involved in
Perez’s case, two New Mexican employees at the
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Reforming APD is Agonizingly Slow, Monitor Says

BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

O

ANTA FE – The capital city’s daily newspaper
is under fire for firing a gay employee who
complained about a lewd joke about lesbians.
Janette Perez said she lost her job of four years as
a supervisor in the Santa Fe New Mexican’s production department in August, after another supervisor
told a group of workers in a break room that he
would assign a “butch” woman to Perez’s shift so he
could watch “two girls together.”
Perez, 26, said when she went to her department
director, he sent her to human resources, where she
was told that “these things happen” and was asked
to sign a letter pledging not to sue the newspaper.
She said she refused and, instead, wrote to the
paper’s owner, Robin Martin, and publisher, Tom
Cross. Within a week, she said, she was fired.

Janette Perez said she lost her
job of four years as a supervisor in
the Santa Fe New Mexican’s
production department this
summer, after another supervisor
told a group of workers in a break
room that he would assign a “butch”
woman to Perez’s shift so he could
watch ‘two girls together’

NEWS

Tom Sharpe

Picketers outside the Santa Fe New Mexican’s office on Oct. 3 allege the newspaper has discriminated and retaliated against gay and
Hispanic employees.

rally said they have been disciplined for translating for other Spanish-speaking employees. Ismael
Reyes and Fernando Lopez Santos, whom Perez
supervised, said they also had their hours changed
and had seen other changes in their jobs due to their
support of Perez.

Perez, 26, said when she went to
her department director, he sent her
to human resources where she was
told that ‘these things happen’
“Despite workers in New Mexico having legal protections from discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation for the past 13 years, we frequently
receive reports of homophobic treatment and bias
in the workplace,” Reyes said in a news release.
“It’s important to remember that laws don’t change
hearts and minds – executives and management
must lead by modeling equal treatment and ensuring accountability throughout their companies.”
Perez, Reyes, Santos and Bryan Perez, another
production department employee who did not attend Monday’s picketing, are members of the New
Mexican Workers Committee, which has filed a
complaint of retaliation against the newspaper with
the National Labor Relations Board. The complaint
asks that Janette Perez be rehired.
Teresa Rosales, another former production

department employee, attended the rally to say she,
too, was fired from the New Mexican earlier this
year after she left work to go to a doctor for a kidney
infection. When she told her supervisor she would be
unable to work the next day due to her medication,
she was told she was being let go “because they didn’t
need Mexicans who were constantly calling in sick.”
Susan Cahoon, human resources manager for the
New Mexican, said the paper’s management denies
the allegations of discrimination, harassment and
retaliation.

The New Mexican Workers
Committee has filed a complaint
of retaliation against the newspaper
with the National Labor
Relations Board
“These charges are being addressed by the appropriate administrative agencies,” Cahoon said. “We
cannot comment further on pending claims.”
Under Martin’s ownership, the New Mexican has
become one of New Mexico’s most liberal newspapers with editorials supporting Hispanic, immigrant
and gay rights. The paper runs a Spanish-language
page on Mondays.
Tom Sharpe is a Santa Fe freelance journalist. He previously worked for 12 years as a reporter at the Santa Fe
New Mexican, a position from which he was fired.

n July 28, U.S. District Judge
Robert Brack had a picnic in his
courtroom, complete with catered
barbecue, to celebrate the Albuquerque Police Department’s progress
in reforming itself and meeting
a deadline to write more than 30
policies, including one for how and
when officers can use force, including
deadly force.
Brack said that APD “had a framework in place” for reform. “We’re
building something here that can be a
model for the nation,” he said.
Now, it’s looking like the celebration was premature.
Since then, the independent monitor in the U.S. Department of Justice’s
settlement agreement with APD has
done nothing but rip the department
and its unwillingness to reform, and
Brack has gotten an earful from the
monitor, James Ginger.
On Sept. 16, Ginger issued a special
report saying that APD’s command staff was mired
in a “culture of low accountability.” He also said that
“The agency has almost no appetite for correcting
behavior that violates existing policy.”
But even before he issued that special report, Ginger
was telling Brack that APD’s newly written use-offorce policy and training was basically worthless.

‘The agency has almost no appetite
for correcting behavior that
violates existing policy’
— APD Independent Monitor James Ginger

Those policies and procedures are “absolutely ineffective, and they can’t be allowed to stand,” Ginger
told Brack during a Sept. 8 conference call between
Brack, attorneys for the city, the DOJ, the union that
represents Albuquerque police officers and Ginger.
Ginger also told Brack that APD’s rate of change
was incredibly slow compared to other police reform
and consent decree projects he’s been involved in.
“They’re changing more slowly than any project
I’ve been familiar with,” Ginger said. “It’s somewhat
confusing to the monitoring team why. We’re not
quite sure why, but it is. Compared to the other
projects I’m familiar with, the progress is slow.”
To highlight just how ineffective APD’s new training policy was, Ginger told Brack that “there are currently at least 12 issues in those two sets of training,
the 40-hour use-of-force training and the 24-hour
supervisory training, that need to be addressed.”
In his role as the monitor, Ginger is supposed
to help and advise APD on how to properly write
policy and training procedures. But it appears the
department is making Ginger’s job difficult by not
sharing information with him, at least not in a timely
manner. As Ginger told Brack during the conference
call:
“And I’ll remind the city that, when the

monitoring team asked for copies of the syllabi for
the training for the 40-hour course and the 24-hour
supervisory course, we had about three weeks of
argument about whether we could even have access
to that under the CASA [court approved settlement
agreement[. You know, had that been forthcoming,
a lot of these 12 issues or so that we’re dealing with
right now could have been fixed.”
And Ginger accused the city of confusing a lot of
activity, or work, with success.
“So I think that’s – that’s what we’re talking about
in terms of conflating activity with success. And it’s
a common – a common theme that I hear often in
Albuquerque. ‘Well, we’ve done this, we’ve done this,
we’ve done this. But yes, how does it work?’ And
those tend to be not addressed as fully,” Ginger said.
Ginger detailed what he thought the problems
were with APD’s training and why it couldn’t stand.
“An example of that is a sergeant, who was supposedly giving training on what the policy requires
about neck holds and what level of force that is, who
made the statement that it’s not really a neck hold
unless you restrict blood flow or air flow,” Ginger
told Brack. “To which the monitoring team asks,
‘How do you know?’ Well, you know after the damage has already been done.

Ginger also told Brack that
APD’s rate of change was
incredibly slow compared to other
police reform and consent decree
projects he’s been involved in
“You restricted the blood flow, and there’s damage
to the brain, or you’ve restricted the flow of oxygen,
and there’s damage in other organs and so forth.
So that statement, it was problematic enough that
it was made, but no one at APD caught it. It was
caught by the monitoring team. It will be referred to

in IMR4 [the monitor’s fourth report to the judge], and it’s one of
the dozen or so issues that need
to be fixed with that training.”
But the reason for the conference call might have given Brack
pause to wonder if he had acted
too quickly in organizing the
celebratory picnic for APD. City
Attorney Jessica Hernandez
wanted Brack to let the city censor the special report that Ginger
was about to issue because she
thought it was inaccurate.
“As you’ll hear also from the
APOA [Albuquerque Police
Officers Association], the department and the APOA believe there
are inaccuracies in this report to
the point that they really should
be corrected before the report
is published, rather than trying
Mat Hayward
to address them after the report
is published,” Hernandez told
Brack. “And that’s because we have some concerns
that they are inaccurate to the point that they could
actually damage the progress that the department is
making.”

‘An example of that is a sergeant,
who was supposedly giving training
on what the policy requires about
neck holds and what level of force
that is, who made the statement
that it’s not really a neck hold unless
you restrict blood flow or air flow’
— Ginger

Brack challenged Hernandez by asking: “Ms.
Hernandez, can you point to language in the CASA
that anticipates a situation like this, where you’re
asking me to virtually censor something that the
independent monitor – and I can’t stress the word
‘independent’ enough – has done?”
Hernandez responded: “This is a unique situation
because this report is not expressly contemplated or
authorized by the settlement agreement.” She added
that the agreement stated that “the monitor shall not
make any public statements or issue findings with
regard to any act or omission of the city, its agents,
representatives or employees.”
Hernandez concluded: “I think that – I mean, that
statement is certainly meant to limit the monitor’s
findings to other mechanisms that are authorized
elsewhere in the report.”
Brack didn’t buy Hernandez’s argument and a
few days later denied the city’s request to change
Ginger’s report.
Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor at ABQ Free
Press Weekly. Reach him at dennis@freeabq.com
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Grand Theft Auto More
Than a Video Game in ABQ
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BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

ranchesca Stevens never felt the
same about her 1990 red Honda
Accord after it was stolen last fall.
After finding hypodermic needles, condoms, dirty baby clothes and pieces of
stale french fries in the car after it was
recovered, Stevens felt like someone
“icky” had been in the vehicle she had
owned for eight years.
She felt the same way after the second time it was stolen and recovered,
and again after the third time it was
stolen in less than a year.
“It’s like a bad person has been in the
car, and you can’t shake that feeling,”
Stevens said. “You never feel as good
getting into your car as you used to.”
She isn’t alone: In 2015, the owners
of 6,657 vehicles stolen in Albuquerque
experienced many of the same feelings.
In 2015, the city had the secondhighest theft rate in the nation at 733.7
vehicles stolen per 100,000 residents,
according to the National Insurance
Crime Bureau. That was second only
to Modesto, Calif., which had cars
and trucks stolen at the rate of 756 per
100,000 residents.
The most stolen vehicle in the U.S.
for 2015, total thefts
1. 1996 Honda Accord
2. 1998 Honda Civic
3. 2006 Ford pickup (Full size)
4. 2004 Chevy pickup (Full size)
5. 2014 Toyota Camry
6. 2001 Dodge pickup (Full size)
7. 2014 Toyota Corolla
8. 2015 Nissan Altima
9. 2002 Dodge Caravan
10. 2008 Chevy Impala

52,244
49,430
29,396
27,771
15,466
11,212
10,547
10,374
9,798
9,225

And the epidemic isn’t slowing:
During a seven-day period between
Sept. 12 and Sept. 18, 116 vehicles were
reported stolen inside the city limits,
according to an internal report from the
Albuquerque Police Department. That
works out to 16.5 vehicles a day.
So what happens to all those vehicles? Where do they go? How many
are recovered? Are the thieves arrested
and prosecuted?
We don’t know, because APD
refused to respond to an ABQ Free
Press Weekly email asking for auto
theft information. The newspaper also
requested an interview with someone
in the department about the problem.
There was no response, which tends to
be the case with just about any inquiry

this newspaper makes to the official
spokespeople of APD and the office of
Mayor Richard J. Berry.
Stevens and others who’ve had their
vehicles stolen believe the problem is
directly related to drugs.
“A lot of people think the cars are sent
to Mexico or to a chop shop where they
are sold for parts,” said Stevens, who,
because of her personal experience, has
understandably become something of
an expert on the subject.
“But the detectives have told me
that it’s usually drug addicts who are
stealing cars to sell … So they are joy
riding around so they can sell it for a
fix, and that’s why they eventually get
abandoned.”
Catherine Squire had an experience
similar to Stevens’: Her 1999 Honda
Accord was stolen from in front of her
house last spring. And when it was
recovered five weeks later, Squire was
disgusted.
“There was a backpack full of needles
in the trunk, a lock box, a needle in the
door pocket, microfiber cloths and tire
irons – probably to break into people’s
houses,” Squire said. “There were
cards from five different gold and silver places, and it was just infuriating.
The guy they arrested had five felony
arrests and was a total scumbag.”
Squire said she was told by the detective who worked her case that he was
swamped with cases involving repeat
offenders — many with rap sheets
worse than the guy who stole her car.
Shawn Willoughby, president of the
Albuquerque Police Officers Association, said the lack of resources at APD,
especially in the Auto Theft Unit, is
exacerbating the city’s problem.
“There is an average of 104 auto
thefts a week, and only four guys in
Auto Theft, and they don’t have the
time or resources to address this,”
Willoughby said. “This is just out of
control, and the real reason it’s out of
control is that there used to be 12 to 14
people in the unit, and now there are
only four.”
Stevens sold her car recently because
she grew tired of being a target, and to
rid herself of the bad memories.
“You never feel safe in the car,”
Stevens said. “It was a sweet little car,
and it met its doom.”

Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor
at ABQ Free Press Weekly. Reach him at
dennis@freeabq.com
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Stand or be shot

An Alabama pastor admits he was out
of bounds as a high school football
announcer last month when he told
the crowd, “If you don’t want to stand
for the national anthem, you can
line up over there by the fence and
let our military personnel take a few
shots at you since they’re taking shots
for you.” Pastor Allen Joyner later
resigned his announcer job.

Doggie perp

Trump supporter

A Colorado woman’s Labrador
retriever stabbed its owner with a
paring knife. The dog had grabbed
the knife in her mouth hoping to play
fetch with her owner, police said.
When the woman produced doggie
treats to entice the dog, named Mia,
to drop the knife, Mia ran for the
treats and ripped a 4-inch-gash in the
woman’s arm. Suspicious hospital
workers called police who, after questioning the victim, said, “Obviously,
we’re not charging Mia with anything
because she’s a dog.”

Hot as Hades

So long VCR

Energy cop

An orange box marketed under the
trade name “Sense,” once hooked up
to your home’s main electrical panel,
can tell you exactly which appliances
in the house are the biggest energy
hogs. Using data recorded at a rate
of a million times per second and
accessed through a smartphone app,
Sense can identify whether the garage
door opener, toaster or refrigerator is
the culprit behind your soaring electric bill. According to TechnologyReview.com, Sense is hitting the market
with a price tag of $249.

Milk your roach

The Pacific beetle cockroach secretes
protein crystals into its embryos’
brood sacs that scientists say have

Mary Laraia sent us
this photo of Fancy, an
8-year-old female she and
her husband got from
a PetSmart shelter. “My
husband was getting supplies for our other cat and
came home to tell me that
there was a handsome cat
that I might like. I had not
mentioned getting a second cat for a long time, so
I knew he had really fallen
in love. Indeed, when I
visited the shelter, Fancy
shyly approached and put
her two teeny front paws
on my knee. She had been
hard to place, so when
I looked up, the shelter
manager was crying.”

three times the energy of buffalo milk.
The chief problem with any possible
plan to market the crystals as super
food is the source. “I don’t think anyone is going to like it if you tell them,
‘We extracted crystals from a cockroach, and that is going to be food,’”
said Subramanian Ramaswamy, a
biochemist at a research institute in
Bangalore, India.

Barack Obama’s half brother, who is
an American living in Kenya, says
he’s voting for Donald Trump because
of Hillary’s record as secretary of
state. Malik Obama told The Washington Post he especially objects to
Clinton’s support for gay marriage.
He’s also annoyed that, with Clinton’s
help, President Obama’s policies led
to the overthrow of Muammar Khadafy, whom he called one of his best
friends. “I feel like a Republican now
because they don’t stand for same-sex
marriage, and that appeals to me,” he
said.

The Middle East is showing signs of
climate change. In late July, Mitribah,
Kuwait, saw a high of 129.2 degrees,
while Basrah, Iraq, hit 129 – making
the two readings the hottest ever
recorded in the Eastern Hemisphere.

CALLING ALL PETS

The world’s last maker of VHS cassette tapes is calling it quits. Funai
Electronics, a Japanese manufacturer,
cited declining sales. VCRs arrived in
the United States in 1977 and for the
first time allowed people to watch
movies at home or record TV and
view shows on their own schedule.
The arrival of DVD players in 1997
signaled the demise of VHS and
VCRs.

Send it to

petphotos@freeabq.com

Photo should be hi-res, 250 kb or bigger. Include your name,
phone number, and your pet’s name, and we’ll try to reserve their
spot in the pet parade.

34th ANNUAL

8 AM – 2 PM
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6,
BUQUERQUE, NM
BALLOON FIESTA PARK, AL

Shaming

Sentry, a watchdog group backed by
actor George Clooney, is facing the
threat of legal action in South Sudan
after the group presented evidence
that the South Sudanese government’s
leaders were looting state coffers
and buying themselves luxury cars,
mansions and carving out pieces of
lucrative oil contracts for themselves.
Clooney’s group has portrayed the
ongoing South Sudanese civil war
as a conflict between warring gangs,
and he’s trying to shame international
financial institutions to black-list the
government’s leaders.
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Claim of Police Shortage in N.M. is Fiction, Our Survey Finds
BY DAN KLEIN

T

here is no police shortage in New
Mexico, a new ABQ Free Press
Weekly survey shows.
The state’s 102 police agencies are
collectively staffed at 90.3 percent
of the officers they’re budgeted for,
and 79 agencies are 90 to 100 percent
staffed, the survey shows.
The state’s 102 law enforcement
agencies are authorized for 4,920 officers, and they have 4,446 officers on
their payrolls, the survey shows.
ABQ Free Press Weekly queried all
112 agencies in the state. Ten of those
departments have been absorbed by
other agencies.
The bottom line: The staffing levels
don’t point to a hiring and retention
crisis among police departments – a
crisis that Mayor Richard J. Berry and
others have said exists.
Berry has told the Legislature that
APD’s staffing problem and hiring
problems at other New Mexico police
agencies are so dire that retired police officers
should be allowed to double dip – to come out of
retirement and collect paychecks while at the same
time collecting their pensions. State pension officials
said the proposed exception would pose a threat to
the solvency of the state’s public employees pension
fund.
At the 2016 regular session of the Legislature last
January, Berry made a stir when he threatened to
raid other New Mexico departments if his proposed
double-dipping exception didn’t pass. Four bills

related to police retention and police pensions were
introduced; all died.

Similar findings

• Number of budgeted officers: 4,920

The results of the newspaper’s survey mirror those
of a survey the newspaper did in October 2015 of
70 police agencies. At that time, county sheriff’s
offices were collectively staffed at 91 percent, and
cities, with the exception of Albuquerque, were at 93
percent.
Albuquerque Police Department spokeswoman
Celina Espinoza said APD has 833 full-time sworn
police officers, which puts APD at 83 percent of its
authorized strength. Thirty-one more officers are
expected to graduate in December. That would raise
the department’s staffing level to 86 percent of its
authorized strength.
APD is also recruiting 25 lateral officers – officers
from other agencies – to attend a shortened academy
in November. Lateral officers are already certified
officers, and thus are counted as sworn once hired. If
those 25 hires happen, APD would be at 89 percent
of its authorized strength by the end of the year.
APD is budgeted for 1,000 officers.

• Number of officers employed: 4,446

The economy

Police Staffing in N.M.
• Number of agencies surveyed: 112
• Number of governmental entities
surveyed that no longer have a
police department: 10

• Number of departments staffed at
90-100 percent: 79
• Number of departments staffed at
88-89 percent: 4
• Number of departments staffed at
70-87 percent: 5
• Number of departments budgeted
for 9 or less officers: 14

New Mexico’s poor economy and changes to the
state pension plan appear to be reasons that departments are having success in hiring and keeping
officers.
The Rio Arriba County Sheriff’s Department is 100
percent staffed. Rio Arriba Capt. Robert Sanchez
said his agency has a waiting list for future hires:
“Many of our deputies want to stay in their hometowns, and police work allows them to do this,”
Sanchez said. “They don’t want to have to move to
find work.”
In 2013, the Legislature passed comprehensive
pension reform for the Public Employee Retirement
Association. PERA Executive Director Wayne Probst
said the reform increased the maximum retirement

pension benefit for all PERA members,
including public safety officers, to 90
percent of their final average salary.
That means that municipal police
officers who work five years beyond
their first retirement eligibility after 20
years of service could see an increase
in their lifetime PERA benefits of as
much as $600,000. That’s a big reason
for officers to put off retirement,
Probst said.
Other departments are using federal
grants to increase their numbers. The
Las Cruces Police Department saw its
budget for officers increase from 181
in 2015 to 200 in 2016 thanks to such a
federal grant, Las Cruces Police Chief
Jaime Montoya said.
The Bernalillo County Sheriff’s
Department, the third largest police
agency in the state, has been fully
staffed for two consecutive years.
Jeff Metzger
New Mexico State Police Chief Pete
Kassetas said that since the July 1,
2015, merger with the New Mexico Department of
Public Safety, NMSP has had an authorized strength
of 745 officers. NMSP currently has 670 officers, corresponding to a staffing level of 89.9 percent. State
Police are currently hiring for a large academy class
set to start in December.

‘Many of our deputies want to stay
in their hometowns, and police
work allows them to do this.
They don’t want to have to move
to find work’
— Rio Arriba County Sheriff’s Capt. Robert Sanchez

Small departments

The Raton Police Department is budgeted for 14
officers and currently has 10, giving it the worst
staffing level in the state at 71 percent. The Taos
Police Department is budgeted for 24 officers and
employs 18, for a 75 percent staffing rate. Police
chiefs for those two departments didn’t return messages seeking comment on their staffing levels.
Fourteen departments in the state were budgeted
for nine or fewer officers. Those agencies all had
vacancies of one or two officers. Because they are so
small, any vacancy dramatically affects their staffing
percentage.
One New Mexico Law Enforcement Academy instructor said there’s a reason that training academies
across the state are full. “Law enforcement in New
Mexico offers good benefits and pay, while allowing
people to stay in their community,” the instructor
said. “It’s a win-win for the officer and the community they serve.”
Dan Klein is a retired Albuquerque police sergeant.
Reach him through Facebook.
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Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

T

here was a tinge of panic in the customer’s
voice and eyes as he asked Theresa Neiderman,
“Are you and Carl [Theresa’s husband] going to be
retiring any time soon? I don’t want to have to find
another mechanic.”
The man’s panic was justified. He was buying
some old British motorcycles and knew that the
only place he could get them repaired or rebuilt was
Southwest Cycles, the motorcycle shop and salvage
yard that Carl’s family has owned since 1976.
No, Theresa told the guy, she and Carl wouldn’t
be retiring any time soon. And it’s a good guess that
Albuquerque area motorcyclists, especially those
who own bikes that are more than 10 or 15 years
old, would be happy at that news. For Southwest
Cycles appears to be the only shop left in Albuquerque – and possibly New Mexico – that can work on
vintage bikes of all makes and models.
“We are the last mom and pop shop left, and we’re
the only game in town that has been here 40 years,”
Theresa says.
But Southwest Cycles, which Carl’s dad bought
in 1976, is more than a repair shop. It’s a 2.5-acre
salvage yard that has more than 2,000 motorcycles
in various states of disassembly, a 6,000-square-foot
shop and storage building that contains hundreds
if not thousands of old carburetors, exhaust pipes,
seats, side plates, repair manuals and pretty much
anything else that’s needed to fix motorcycles.
At 64, Carl still knows the details of every one
of those 2,000 bikes, although Theresa has built a
backup inventory system on a computer just to be
safe.
“It’s still there,” Carl says when asked if he still has
the details of those bikes in his head. “I walk the lot
two or three times a month.” And to back up Carl’s
claim, Theresa, who does the shop’s inventory, billing and ordering, adds, “I’d love to plug him into a
computer.”
Inside the shop, near the weathered counter, is a

machines and partly because Carl won’t be defeated.
“It eventually gets figured out,” he says, adding that
the most challenging problems with bikes involve
electronics.
Sometimes people will come to the shop with
partially disassembled engines in boxes – engines
that they started taking apart and couldn’t put back
together – for Carl, and the couple’s 34-year-old son,
Jonah, who is now the shop’s head mechanic, to
reassemble and get running again.
“It’s like a puzzle, it’s like OK, and Carl and Jonah
get together and figure it out,” Theresa says.
Carl has something that borders on disdain for
new bikes and the dealerships that sell and fix them.
“Most of them are ‘technicians’ now, not ‘mechanics,’’’ he says. “In the day, we were mechanics and
had to work on things. Nowadays, you plug a bike
into a machine, and it says that’s bad, or that’s bad,
and you get a part, put it on and there you go. That’s
all the kids know these days. They don’t know the
basics like how to check out a coil or a point system.
They don’t teach that stuff in schools now.”

How it began
Dan Vukelich

Theresa Neiderman handles counter duties at Southwest Cycles,
2623 Coors Blvd. SW. Her husband, Carl (background), and their
son, Jonah, handle the repairs performed by the 40-year-old
family-owned business.

small array of motorcycle history: BSAs, Triumphs,
Nortons and Royal Enfields. Out back is just about
every brand of motorcycle ever made.
It’s Carl’s vast knowledge of motorcycles, which
he began accumulating at the age of 10, that keeps
bikers coming back to the shop in the heart of Albuquerque’s South Valley, as well as Carl’s ability to
repair pretty much anything on two wheels.
“My dad’s philosophy was to do everything –
Yamaha, Honda, Kawasaki,”
Carl explains. “The dealers
would just work on their
own models, and we couldn’t
work on just one to survive.
So we did everything – bikes,
mopeds, French bikes, British
bikes. We were known for if
the dealer couldn’t fix it, we
could, and if we couldn’t fix
it, it couldn’t be fixed. And
that still goes today because a
lot of the dealers won’t work
on anything that’s older than
10 or 15 years.”
The shop gets 300 to 400
major repair jobs a year,
in addition to tire and oil
changes and parts sales.
Carl says he’s really never
Dennis Domrzalski
been stumped on a repair
job. That’s partly because
Two thousand complete and partial motorcycles fill most of Southwest Cycles’ 2.5-acre property
and provide a ready source of parts for the shop’s repair business.
older bikes tend to be simpler

Carl has been in love with motorcycles since he
was a kid.
“Dad [Charles], me and my older brother [Larry]
were always into motorcycles. Larry was working
for a dealership bringing home bikes, and I got interested when I was 10 years old, tearing motors apart
in the bedroom,” Carl says.
“My dad worked for the Air Force, and he had
access to military stuff, and so he bought a military
steel desk and put it in my bedroom. So we’d bring
home motors, and we’d tear them apart. At that
time, I was watching, listening and learning. It was
like, this is really cool. You take something that’s not
running, and you put it together, and it runs. So I
thought I wanted to do that for the rest of my life.”
When he was 11, Carl and Larry would go to a
motorcycle dealership where Larry would rent a
bike for a few bucks an hour, and the two would
drive all over. When he was 14, Carl got his driver’s
license and his first bike, a 1964 80cc Yamaha that his
dad bought for $200.
Carl used the bike to get a job – a paper route
where he delivered 300 copies of The Albuquerque
Tribune every day. He did that for about three years
and then spent the next 10 years working for the
Howard Johnson hotel chain. In 1976, his dad and
mom [Doris] bought the motorcycle shop, which
then was at 1656 Bridge Blvd. SW. Carl began working there in 1978 and took over the business in 1989.
The old shop sat on a quarter-acre lot and was
incredibly cramped, especially after Charles Neiderman began collecting motorcycles and using them
for parts. Salvage bikes were piled three and four
high, and most of them were stacked by muscle
power, not a forklift. The shop moved to its present
location on Coors Boulevard in 1999.

The wedding

Theresa and Carl met at church, became friends
and were married in October 1994.
Cont. on page 30
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A Snapshot in Time:
Local Photo Group Celebrates 10 Years

art

art
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BY DAVID LYNCH

I

t’s a cluttered room. A red light outside – the kind that suggests deeply
mechanical processes at play – marks
the front door. A bicycle hangs above
the entrance. Inside is a crowded mess
of people and equipment: It’s a bit overwhelming, and seemingly haphazard.
And yet, the work produced here is
nothing short of exquisite.
Outside, photographers Rip Williams
and Mark Lies discuss the most readily
accessible solution on hand to create an
effect to denote a tractor beam being
emitted from a spaceship overhead.
“Would the most powerful alien
beam that we have be —” Lies begins.
“The 1600,” Williams finishes, suggesting a piece of equipment bright
enough to turn night into day.
“And in full power, with a 10-degree
stem … would it look like a beam?”
“No.”

But Lies isn’t done. He needs his idea
to come to life, to manifest itself.
“Would you have anything that
would look like a beam?” Lies asks.
The two contemplate, some more
photography equipment lingo is
tossed around, then Williams suggests
something unexpected, but utterly
appropriate.
“Just do it with a flashlight,” he
suggests. “A flashlight would be the
narrowest beam you’re going to get.”
That’ll work. After all, Lies is already
holding a silver vegetable steamer to
stand in as the flying saucer. Even the
Guerrilla Photo Group’s Photographer
of the Year has to improvise.
This exchange, on a microcosmic
level, is what GPG — officially 10 years
strong — is all about: collaborating in
bringing creative concepts to life in an
environment where, although it’s an
essential value of GPG, “education”
almost seems like too formal a word to
describe it all.

“Some people really gravitate toward
teaching the skillset that they know,
and some people really gravitate
toward organizing things like the art
committee and putting together the
art exhibitions,” said Williams, the
founder of Guerrilla Photo Group. “It
gives everybody a spot, something to
participate in.”
Williams, who worked for many
years as a marketer of big-name liquor
brands such as Bacardi and Samuel
Adams, said he began the group in
2006 on ideals of mentorship, networking, collaboration and exhibition.
While GPG has remained faithful to
those core values over the last decade,
it has simultaneously functioned on the
concept that each role in the photography process is equally important.
In that spirit, the photographers are
considered as vital as the models, as
the makeup artists, as the hair
stylists and clothing designers.
Five specific “portions of the
community that we serve,”
Williams said, manifest in GPG’s
logo — a five-pointed star modeled after the moving shutter of
a camera.
And they’re not mutually
exclusive within group; it’s
common for professionals of one
area to become enticed amateurs in another, devoting their
time and creative energy to a different
aspect of the process.
Annalee Davey, who started out as a
model with the group, said she eventually picked up a camera and “hasn’t
put it down since.”
It’s a common sentiment echoed by
the group’s active members: not only
has GPG allowed them to express their
creativity, using their talents in the
process, but it’s offered the opportunity
of exploring other avenues of photographic creation.
“The last show that we put on, I
actually did makeup,” Davey said,
and added that she still models for the
group as well.
“I don’t prefer to model, but people
ask me and I say yes because this
group has helped me build a lot of
confidence in myself and my abilities,”
she said. “I’ve pushed myself, and Rip
has pushed me to push myself.”
GPG’s five-pointed logo is, as shown
by Davey’s experience, perfectly

representative of the group and the experiences that
can be had by participating in it. No one point on
the star is greater or lesser than the others; they
work in tandem, just like the different niches
filled by GPG members who work to produce
eye-catching photographs.
Too often, Williams said, it’s the photographers and models who have the
moment of inspiration for a shoot, which
they fine-tune and formulate deeper.
Only after that are hair stylists and
makeup artists brought in to help bring
the concept to life.
The group’s recent 10th Anniversary
Show, which was on display at the
Albuquerque Press Club, turned that
concept on its head.
In addition to providing an intimate
look at the group and its members,
the exhibit emphasized the group of
artists whose work is just an integral
to photography as the models and
photographers themselves.
And the exhibit wasn’t shy about the
unorthodox manner in which the works
were created — it’s right there in the
name.
“What we did was say, ‘We don’t want
any of that. Only the makeup artists and
hair stylists, you guys drive the creative,
come up with what you want to do, and
then you build the team of photographers and
models,’” Williams said. “So we made the show
About Face wholly predicated on the concept of
makeup artists themselves and the hair stylists
themselves.”
The group — about 60 active members strong at
this point — is made up of individuals of varying
skill levels and measures of experience.

But it’s GPG’s warm embrace of anyone checking out the group for the first
time that is also a large part of its having lasted 10 years.
“I literally typed ‘Albuquerque photography club’ into Google, and they
were the first hit,” Lies said. “So I came here.”
Lies, who attended his first GPG meeting before officially calling himself a
New Mexico resident, said beyond the work he saw on the group’s website, it
was the camaraderie on display that also caught his eye, a more spontaneous
form of art in itself.
Those first impressions drew him to start participating in GPG, and a little
more than a year after joining a photography group with not much more
than “the basics I knew since I was a little kid,” his work is being exhibited in
public shows, alongside works of other members.
He never thought he would reach that point, he said.
“I just thought, ‘This looks like fun, I’m going to do it,’” he said.
It certainly doesn’t hurt the group that it is situated in a diverse, culturally
vibrant metropolis, an easy 30-minute drive away from Santa Fe, which many

one and prepare pieces for it, all the way down to negotiating a
location.
“It’s really kind of closing the loop on the rest of photography, the rest of that process,” Williams said. “We’ve evolved
in all those processes, technically speaking, but I think the
core values are still the same, like ‘let’s get together and do
something fun.’”
That is, after all, how he became interested at an early
age, running around shooting whatever he could in the
“old ‘60s metal-body film camera” his dad had gifted
him.
Eventually, that lifelong interest turned into his
desire to create GPG — a place where creative minds
could discuss how to bring their ideas to fruition over
a beer on weekday evenings.
“I’ve always liked the idea of collaboration. I’ve
always liked the idea of working with people on
projects, working with people in art,” Williams said.
“It just sort of evolved out of the things I enjoyed
and the peer group that I had.”
Shawna Cory, who has been with the group since
2008, still finds immense satisfaction in the aspect of
the GPG that lies in expressing ideas within an environment completely closed off to any kind of underlying burden that may influence the final product.
Cory serves as Chair of the Art Committee, the kind
of formal, business-like title she might normally feel
uncomfortable holding.
But not in GPG, where it’s practically a family.
“I do this totally for the love,” she said. “It’s so rewarding
to watch people grow and create amazing things. It’s so much
fun to be in this constantly creative environment with all these
amazing people.”
Especially for people who have little to no experience with
any aspect of photography, GPG — with its passionate members,
pressure-free environment and abundance of talent and imagination on
hand — provides an avenue to potentially be introduced to something that
might occupy a sizeable, but desired, part of one’s life.

Guerrilla Photo Group

consider to be the arts capital of the country — and some, the world.
The city’s diverse community of artists has helped keep things at GPG
interesting, with some participants exploring a new, artistic side of themselves that they may not have been exposed to before, including dancers and
athletes.
“And we maintain a very strong social aspect as well,” Williams said as he
held up a glass of beer that was brought out to him just minutes before. “We
have a good time in and out of the studio. We enjoy it. It’s supposed to be a
little bohemian, a little subversive, a lot fun.”
That isn’t to say the group hasn’t evolved in its decade of existence. Building up a core group of members who continue to hone and fine-tune their
skills, it was inevitable that some of the work produced through the group
started to get some exposure.
GPG has in recent years begun to emphasize exhibitions: how to organize

“When people are able to just kind of go in and screw around a little
bit, happy accidents are likely to happen,” Cory said.
Although Williams said that, 10 years into GPG’s life and 60 members
strong, there has been discussion about potentially reaching deeper into
the local collaborative arts community, there’s no pressure to turn it into
something it isn’t, because what it is “just keeps getting better.”
At its core, it’s Guerrilla Photo Group’s intersectional nature that continues to draw artists — some of whom may not even think if themselves
as such just yet.
“The specific mix in the environment we’ve created is attractive to all
sorts of different people who might not otherwise spend time with one
another,” he said, “People who are all artists in their own right and their
owns ways who can link up, not to this specific common interest of photography necessarily, but the specific common interest of collaboration.”
David Lynch is a freelance reporter.
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Gay and Lesbian Film Fest Opens in ABQ

Film

BY JEFF BERG

I

t all started innocently, said Roberto Appicciafoco,
head of all things for the Southwest Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival.
Now in its fourteenth year, the event began when
Appicciafoco was approached by a friend to program a day-long film series called Lock Up Your
Sons and Daughters.
“It was mostly a series of old industrial-type films
showing the ‘evils’ of being gay,” he said. “We sold
out the house – 300 seats.”
From there it was all uphill. The next year became
a three-day festival that included a variety of difficulties – even an opening-night malfunction when
the projector spit out the film that was screening, not
once, but three times.
The Southwest Gay and Lesbian Film Festival
remains the largest and, in general, the only film fest
of its kind in the Four Corners area of the state, and
it continues to grow.
Appicciafoco got started in the business by working on programming for major film festivals, after
doing so for UNM’s Southwest Film Center while
a student in the ‘90s. His interest, he said, wasn’t in
filmmaking, though.
“I don’t want to make a movie, since I really do
love curating,” he said.
And it shows in some of this year’s titles, such as
the centerpiece feature, “Don’t Call Me Son.”

“It is my favorite of the festival this year, from
Brazil, and something that you don’t normally see in
gay films: one actress in two roles,” he said.
Appicciafoco also pointed out the opening-night
films “Other People,” starring Molly Shannon, and
highly lauded “Miles,” which also stars Shannon.
“I guess it is the year for Molly Shannon,” he
quipped.

FILM
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NM Film Focus: Filming, Casting
Picks Up Around the State

BY DAVID LYNCH

A

There are 77 total productions in
this year’s 10-day festival, with an
emphasis on films for and about
young people
There are 77 total productions in this year’s 10-day
festival, with an emphasis on films for and about
young people.
“There is one set of short films for youth, and, all
told, about 10 of our feature films are youth-based.”
Appicciafoco noted there were nearly 300 entries
from all over the world, and new categories for films
that have sci-fi and horror themes, as well as a list
that focuses on being gay and aging.
Southwest Gay and Lesbian Film Festival runs
from Oct. 7 - 16 at the Guild Cinema in Albuquerque. For more information, visit swglff.com
Jeff Berg is a freelance film writer.

Courtesy Patrick Fabian

The cast and crew of “Better Call Saul” take a quick photo break during filming.
BY CHRISTA VALDEZ

N
Southwest Gay and Lesbian Film Festival

Weʼre looking for writers!

If youʼre interested in writing about:
Music

‘Miss Peregrine’s’ Highlights
Fantastic Visuals and Little Else

Dance Art Literature Travel
Fashion
Theater

LONGING TO WRITE? We want to hear from you.
Send writing sample to jyllian@freeabq.com

ew Mexico productions are rolling
all over the state with absolutely
no signs of slowing.
Albuquerque is once again host to
the cast and crew of “Better Call Saul,”
which is filming its third season now
through the beginning of next year for
a February 2017 premiere on AMC.
The NBC series “Midnight Texas”
begins filming in the Duke City in midOctober.
New Mexico native director Hannah
Macpherson is wrapping up the second
season of her Albuquerque-made teen
drama “T@gged.” The wildly successful
digital series is available exclusively on
go90.com.
Independent feature “The Furthest
Witness” is currently filming in and
around Albuquerque. Boasting New
Mexican talent including Vincent
McDaniel, Jermaine Washington, Forrest
Fyre, Amy Baklini and Steven Michael
Quezada, the film also stars Aaron
Stanford (The Hills Have Eyes, X-Men
Franchise), Sean Patrick Flanery (Dexter,
The Dead Zone) and Teri Reeves (Once
Upon a Time, Chicago Fire).
Stanford plays a long-time protégé of
a career criminal who begins to feel the
heat of law enforcement scrutiny after
years of transporting people across the
Mexican border and giving them new
identities and new lives.
Up north, “Godless,” a limited series
for Netflix, continues to film through
late December. The streaming series is
a period western starring Jeff Daniels,
Scoot McNairy, Sam Waterston, and Kim
Coates.
While the feature film “Hostiles” has
wrapped in Santa Fe, another period
drama titled “Woman Walks Ahead”
starring Jessica Chastain, Sam Rockwell,
Michael Greyeyes and throngs of New
Mexico background and principal talent

films through mid-October.
Down south the feature film “Rose” is
getting set to shoot in Truth or Consequences. The dramatic comedy is set in
southern New Mexico and shoots now
through late October. The all-star cast
includes James Brolin, Cybill Shepherd,
Pam Grier, Amy Davidson, and A
Martinez. Local talents Mark Vasconcellos and Melissa Chambers round out the
cast. To be considered for a background
role in this film, email a clear, current
photo, contact information, and the
name of the city where you reside to
runningwolftalent@gmail.com.
Beyond these and other recently
wrapped projects, many more productions are on the horizon for the remainder of the fall and into the winter.
If you’re interested in getting on set
to learn what really goes on behind the
scenes of a New Mexico film production,
check out EG Casting, White Turtle
Casting, Latham Casting, Midthunder
Casting, Robert Baxter Casting and
the new W-ski’s Casting for upcoming
opportunities all over the state.
W-ski’s Casting is headed by Jim
Wisniewski, who has worked his way
through the local industry as a background actor, featured actor, film crew
worker and former casting assistant.
Visit wskiscasting.site123.me for more
information.
New in Santa Fe, Judy Bell has formed
Belle Starr Talent. She is an independent
agent focusing on casting Native
American talent and casting opportunities for women 45 years old and older.
Visit bellestarrproductions.com for more
information.

New Mexico film expert Christa Valdez,
of OneHeadlightInk.com and
ChristaValdez.com, reports on movie
industry news for ABQ Free Press Weekly.

t this point, it’s
hard not to wonder if name recognition is the only thing
that keeps Tim Burton
projects going.
The director has been
so hit-and-miss in recent years, dotted with
successes like “Frankenweenie” and “Big
Eyes,” and failures like
“Dark Shadows” and
“Alice Through the Looking Glass.”
His latest, “Miss Peregrine’s Home
for Peculiar Children,” provides an
excellent case study as to what Burton
values in the filmmaking process.
As always, the scales tip to the visuals — born out of his macabre state
of mind — more than anything else.
There’s plenty of that unique flair in
“Peregrine’s,” the style Burton has
built a career on that likens itself to the
hideous-but-misunderstood nature of
the most outlandish personalities.
The trouble with “Peregrine’s”? It
doesn’t have much personality. It’s
hollow under the surface, without
the substance or charm that keeps an
audience invested. Unfortunately, that
seems to be Burton’s calling card these
days.
The film tells the story of Jake, a
seemingly normal boy who encounters a group of abnormal individuals
whom the film essentially explains are
X-Men-esque mutants without saying
the word outright.
These children, cared for by Miss
Peregrine, are forced to relive the same
September 1943 day over and over
to avoid being caught by the hollows — tall, terrifying humanoid creatures whose inspiration by a particular
recent horror phenomenon could not
be more obvious.
There are lots of characters to have to
invest in, but it doesn’t help when the
majority of them are stiff as cardboard.
Asa Butterfield, in particular, seems
to have the same, wide-eyed look the
entire movie, as Jake always appears
anxious in a role he just doesn’t seem
comfortable in.
Eva Green is good enough as Miss
Peregrine. In fact, she seems born for
the role, and at times she’s a delight to
witness on screen. But these moments
are few and far between, as a dull
script full of cliché one-liners and unintentionally cringeworthy moments
seems to be doing its best to work

against her and the rest of the cast.
The story itself, while a visual feast
for the eyes, commits several cardinal
sins of film, not the least acceptable
of which is relentlessly burdening the
audience with overblown exposition
through the film’s two-hour runtime,
which makes it feel closer to three
hours.
Instead of showing why we should
become invested in its story, the film
attempts to tell, and the communication is muddled. The film bogs down
its potential for a memorable experience with flashback after flashback
that prevents it from ever gaining any
real momentum with its storytelling.
By a certain point, it feels like we’re
doing Burton a favor by ignoring inconsistencies and moments that seem
downright unbelievable. Even though
it has a fantastical, otherworldly
premise, that isn’t an excuse for him
not to do his due diligence of providing logic, which seems to be so absent
in this world.
It adds up to a very one-dimensional
experience. Though I will admit it
made me contemplate, afterward, one
central question: who the heck is this
film’s intended audience anyway?
At times it seems as though it’s
geared toward the preteen crowd the
same age as most of the titular peculiar
children, but at other times it’s clear
that age of moviegoer would lose
sleep over some of the more terrifying
on-screen elements. It’s like Burton
meant for it all to be done with a touch
of irony, almost self-mockery.
Instead, it comes off as a self-written
eulogy for a visionary who continues
to show a disconnect with audiences.
Burton can continue to put his
trademark look on books, plays and
legends, but without balancing his
morbid style with any humanity, the
audience ends up leaving unfulfilled,
and unsympathetic to the plight of
anyone on screen.

David Lynch is a freelance movie reviewer.

callboard
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The Callboard: Local Auditions, All in One Place

D
Male

18+, open ethnicity – Brian. Straight-laced,
strong faith, naïve, but not stupid.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
18+, open ethnicity – Aaron. Introvert, loving
but practical, slightly jaded.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
18+, open ethnicity – Ralph. Gay male, hospital
volunteer
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
18+, open ethnicity – Edward. Gay male. Will
play both older and younger self.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
18+, open ethnicity – Gary. Gay male, hospital
volunteer, flamboyant.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
18+, open ethnicity – Robert. Gay male, dying.
Plays both older and younger self.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
18+, open ethnicity – Jared. Gay male, hopeful,
heroic. Nudity.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
18+, open ethnicity – Kevin. Gay male. Nudity.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
18+, open ethnicity – Mark. Gay male, hospital
volunteer.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
18+, open ethnicity – Jimmy. Motorcycle/head
shop owner, grizzled, street smart. Tattoos
fine.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.

Early 30s, open ethnicity – Cold demeanor,
unkempt, but handsome. Not sane.
“White Room” Send headshot, résumé and
reel (if you have one) to:
ana.krafchick@gmail.com
Short. Gas. Unpaid. SAG-AFTRA

40s-50s, open ethnicity – David. Highly religious,
almost a zealot.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.

Female

12-14, Caucasian – Young Kiara. Brown/light
brown hair. Seen in a flashback.
“White Room” Send headshot, résumé and
reel (if you have one) to:
ana.krafchick@gmail.com
Short. Gas. Unpaid. SAG-AFTRA.
18+, open ethnicity – Tricia. Hopeful, loving, at
peace.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
18+, open ethnicity – Marion. “Butch” lesbian
female in denial, authoritative, no-nonsense
type, tough. Motorcycle riding ability 		
preferred.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
18+, open ethnicity – Nicole. Tree-hugging 		
hippie-type activist.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
18+, open ethnicity – “Sunshine”. Strict, stern
ward nurse.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
20s, open ethnicity – Robin. Rebellious 		
“preacher’s daughter” type.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.

A Puppet’s Life for Me: Bringing ‘Little Shop’s’ Horrors to Life

H

Early-mid 20s, open ethnicity – Reed. Sarcastic.
“White Room” Send headshot, résumé and
reel (if you have one) to:
ana.krafchick@gmail.com
Short. Gas. Unpaid. SAG-AFTRA

Early-late 40s, Caucasian – Kiara’s dad. Dark
hair. Seen in a flashback scene.
“White Room” Send headshot, résumé and
reel (if you have one) to:
ana.krafchick@gmail.com
Short. Gas. Unpaid. SAG-AFTRA.
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BY ASHLEY KURTZ

o you dream of spotlights and cheering fans? Then
maybe it’s time to take those dreams and make them a
reality – and it all starts with picking up a copy of ABQ Free
Press Weekly, where we make it easy for you to find all the
local auditions for stage and screen. See? The first step is
simple. The rest? Well, that’s up to you.

Screen

THEATER

nicoletaionescu

Early-late 30s, open ethnicity – Dead wife.
Small but pivotal role. She is only heard in a
voiceover, and seen as a corpse.
“White Room” Send headshot, résumé and
reel (if you have one) to:
ana.krafchick@gmail.com
Short. Gas. Unpaid. SAG-AFTRA.

Stage
Male

Open age/ethnicity – Charles. “Blythe Spirit”.
Saturday, Oct. 8, 1-4 p.m., 			
Sunday, Oct. 9, 6-8 p.m. 9813 Fourth St NW,
Rehearsals begin Nov. 21. Performances
Jan. 6-29.

Early-late 40s, Caucasian – Kiara’s mom. Brown
hair. Seen in a flashback.
“White Room” Send headshot, résumé and
reel (if you have one) to:
ana.krafchick@gmail.com
Short. Gas. Unpaid. SAG-AFTRA.

Open age/ethnicity – Dr. Bradman.
“Blythe Spirit”. Saturday, Oct. 8, 1-4 p.m.,
Sunday, Oct. 9, 6-8 p.m. 9813 Fourth St NW,
Rehearsals begin Nov. 21. Performances
Jan. 6-29.

40s-50s, open ethnicity – Helen.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.

Open age/ethnicity – Edith. A maid.
“Blythe Spirit”. Saturday, Oct. 8, 1-4 p.m.,
Sunday, Oct. 9, 6-8 p.m. 9813 Fourth St NW,
Rehearsals begin Nov. 21. Performances
Jan. 6-29.

Female

40s-50s, open ethnicity – Sandra. Religious,
loving, torn between church and family.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.

Open age/ethnicity – Ruth. Charles’ current
wife.
“Blythe Spirit”. Saturday, Oct. 8, 1-4 p.m.,
Sunday, Oct. 9, 6-8 p.m. 9813 Fourth St NW,
Rehearsals begin Nov. 21. Performances
Jan. 6-29.

Open gender

Open age/ethnicity – Mrs. Bradman
“Blythe Spirit”. Saturday, Oct. 8, 1-4 p.m.,
Sunday, Oct. 9, 6-8 p.m. 9813 Fourth St NW,
Rehearsals begin Nov. 21. Performances
Jan. 6-29.

Late 30s-50s, open ethnicity – Dr. Ian. Open
and friendly, knows how to handle difficult
situations with grace and ease.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
Late 30s-50s, open ethnicity – Dr. Yazzie. Open
and friendly, knows how to handle difficult
situations with grace and ease.
“Rainbow Clouds”; NM talent ONLY. Email
FGangelsfilm@gmail.com for more 		
information.
Feature. Paid. Non-union.
18+, open ethnicity – Male and female voiceover
artists to read a script for the video. Voices
that can be very energetic and have a gritty
quality. The ability to vocally convey passion
and enthusiasm is essential.
Innovate ABQ Video. Email voiceover reel,
résumé and contact info to 			
casting@8292productions.com.
Non-union. Paid.

Open age/ethnicity – Madame Arcati.
A medium.
“Blythe Spirit”. Saturday, Oct. 8, 1-4 p.m.,
Sunday, Oct. 9, 6-8 p.m. 9813 Fourth St NW,
Rehearsals begin Nov. 21. Performances
Jan. 6-29.
Open age/ethnicity – Elvira. Charles’ late wife.
A ghost.
“Blythe Spirit”. Saturday, Oct. 8, 1-4 p.m.,
Sunday, Oct. 9, 6-8 p.m. 9813 Fourth St NW,
Rehearsals begin Nov. 21. Performances
Jan. 6-29.

Want your casting or crew call
listed here?
Send an email to
callboard@freeabq.com

alloween is a time for everything spooky; movies, candy and Jack-O-Lanterns are everywhere.
And while “Little Shop of Horrors” might not be on
everyone’s short list of Halloween entertainment, it
should be.
Prop designer Nina Dorrance and puppeteer
Mickey Gammill are the genius craftsmen behind
Albuquerque Little Theater’s upcoming production
of the strange musical.
Dorrance has made about three dozen props for
this show, including body parts, a dentist’s drill and
unique magazines and newspapers. She said her
favorite part of designing props is using unexpected
materials during the fabrication process.
“The intestines that Seymour (Krelborn) feeds
to Audrey II, for instance, began as a pair of panty
hose, some polyester stuffing and a bottle of liquid latex,” she said. “It gives me joy to put all this
together and convince the audience that what it’s
seeing just might be real.”
Making the audience believe something is real is a
task Gammill is familiar with, as well.
Audrey II, a talking carnivorous plant, is by far the
star of the show, and making an alien plant move is
no easy feat: It requires a professional puppeteer to
make it happen. Gammill has 12 years of experience
as a puppeteer and said Little Shop is an extremely
taxing show to work on just because of the sheer size
of the puppet.
At the beginning of the show, Audrey II is just a

small bud. This basic hand puppet version allows
Gammill to make Audrey II wilt and flop to the
protagonist Seymore Krelborn’s pleading song,
“Grow for Me.” Going from a bud to the next version of Audrey II is still fairly simple – it requires
only a fake jacket sleeve so that Seymore can carry it
around, giving it more of an animated action.
The third version of Audrey II is where things get
a bit hairy. The massive puppet requires Gammill to
actually sit in a large pot, with her legs acting as the
vines that can move and shake. Audrey II can lick
its lips, sing and wiggle its tongue, making it a truly
active character — and now it boasts its deep bass
voice.
“There is very little room for air or anything besides the human operator inside, and it is completely

dark,” she said. “However, I get to use my entire
body to bring life to this version of the plant.”
Gammill said this aspect of Audrey II is when
the physical aspect of the puppetry becomes
more immersive. She has to bend over and
lift the puppet’s mouth with her arms in sync
with the singing of Moe Reese, who is off stage.
Practicing this together is essential, since Gammill can’t see anything when she’s in the puppet;
it requires talent and precision to get the movements and vocals in sync.
The finale of the show is all about Audrey
II, and its sheer size – a whopping 7 feet tall –
would be impressive, if not for its even greater
width. Audrey II’s vines and leaves take up most
of the stage: In this largest version of Audrey II,
Gammill stands, bends and to control the puppet, all
while making sure her legs remain carefully placed
so the other actors can slide through when they are
“eaten.”
Little Shop of Horrors is written by Alan Menken
and Howard Ashman, and it’s the perfect show to
kick off the Halloween season. The musical tells
the story of a carnivorous alien plant that arrives to
change Seymore Krelborn’s life – and not necessarily
for the better.
“Little Shop of Horrors” opens at Albuquerque
Little Theater on Oct. 7 and runs through Oct. 30. For
more information, visit albuquerquelittletheater.org.
Ashely Kurtz is a freelance theater writer.

Voter Registration ends October 11

REGISTER TODAY!
Bernco.gov/VoterRegistration
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El Zarandeado: Ocean flavors, No Mask Required

FOOD

BY Steve “Mo” Fye

N

had me stumped.
recommended
We had just
the campechana,
started our
part ceviche, part
translating when
shrimp cocktail
he dropped off
and part soup.
freshly fried chips
Avocado tops
and an amazing
a tall parfait
tomatillo salsa.
glass filled with
If they ever put
citrus-spiked tothis in jars, I’m
mato juice, fresh
investing.
oysters, cooked
I had heard
shrimp, octopus
good things
and squid. It’s
The Tostada Nayarit at El Zarandeado is seafood salad
about the
bulked out with
heaped on a fried tortilla. Eat half the salad before
cheladas (beer
diced cucumber,
trying to pick it up.
and seasoned
fresh tomato and
tomato juice)
jalapenos. Order
and decided it was time to learn the
it as an appetizer to share. The medium
difference between a “chelada” and
fed two easily; the large can do four.
a “michelada.” It turns out they can
After a huge drink and appetizer, I
either be synonymous or the basis for
opted for the Tostada Nayarit. At six
a doctoral thesis detailing the history
bucks, it did not seem like that great a
and nuances. Think of it as the Mexican
deal. However, a six-inch tostada heaped
beer-based version of a bloody mary and
three inches high with seafood and
go out and try as many versions as you
fresh veggies turned out to be plenty.
can find. This one was served in a giant
Simmered and cooled mixed seafood,
mug rimmed with chile-lime salt and a
chopped and mixed with mayo and pepside of lime wedges. There were literally
pers is far more filling than it appears.
10 different salsas on the table for us to
Fans of avocado will be thrilled here.
doctor our drinks and food.
Generous portions are used as garnish,
Friends familiar with El Zarandeado
included in the mix and seemingly scat-

El Zarandeado
6500 Central Ave. SE, 87108
(505) 266-0143
tered everywhere. It took a knife and
fork to get the tostada down to a size I
could pick up and eat with my fingers.
My buddy ordered the pescado
empapelado. Fish smothered with salsa
and cheese and cooked in an envelope
of foil. It’s the Mexican version of French
cuisine’s poisson en papillote (fish
with herbs and vegetables baked in a
parchment paper envelope). The flavors
are concentrated and there is no loss
of moisture. The rice and salad work
wonderfully as accompaniments.
We left groaning from the large
portions and the never-ending chips
and tomatillo salsa. The check was
reasonable, especially considering the
expense of getting decent seafood to
our land-locked High Sierra.
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ew Mexico is not known for its
seafood. In fact, locally owned
fish restaurants are not often successful. It seems that mariscos (Spanish for
seafood) restaurants are the exception;
there are several places in town that
seem to do just fine. I have spent most
of my life land-locked, but I still crave
the fruits of the sea. I have family
in Portland, Oregon and am able to
scratch the seafood itch on every visit,
but one of my favorite local sources for
salty, oceanic goodness is at a Mexican
mariscos place.
El Zarandeado on Central Avenue,
across from the fairgrounds, takes cues
from west central Mexico, in the state of
Nayarit.
The place is not exactly in a posh
neighborhood, but inside, it’s clean and
nicely furnished. A parade of Albuquerque’s denizens file by on Central, while
Mexican pop plays over a TV set to
Spanish-language news.
Our waiter, Adrian, handed us menus
written entirely in Spanish and – with
no condescension – offered to translate
if we needed. I know far more Spanish
than one would guess by my appearance, but the offer was welcome. The
more obscure Mexican culinary terms

Celebrating
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Years of Service

& Automotive Services Inc.
“ F I V E S TA R S E R V I C E ! ”

www.quictrans.com

10300 Menaul Blvd NE
Albuquerque, NM 87112

505-271-8000

Steve “Mo” Fye is an Instructional Tech
in the Culinary Arts program at Central
New Mexico Community College and
keeps a pretty impressive array of
Mexican salsas.
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Beertown: All the News
That’s Fit to Drink

Serving Albuquerque Homestyle
cooking for over 35 years
Locally owned and operated

Check In on Facebook and get a free cup of soup with your entree
Pixabay

Christy Mae's Restaurant
1400 San Pedro Dr. N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87110
www.christymaes.com

BY TY BANNERMAN

Catching the Flix

Open for Business!

I drove out to the Westside the other day
to check out the progress on one of the
most exciting beer venues to crop up on
the Albuquerque horizon.
Flix Brewhouse looks to be the answer
to everyone who has longed for a pint of
good ale and a fat burger while watching
the latest Hollywood release.
Frankly, the concept has been a long time
coming, with several false starts concerning
similar venues over the last few decades.
But as of … oh, December or so (the good
people at Flix aren’t ready to spill a specific
date), the wait will finally be over.
For those unfamiliar with the concept,
the basic idea is this: you watch a movie
and, if you get hungry or thirsty during
the show, you press a button and a waiter
discreetly takes your order. That’s it. But
this isn’t typical movie fare like heatlamped hotdogs, overpriced pickles and
gallons of headache-inducing soda we’re
talking about.
Instead, Flix makes their burgers (and
other items) to order and serves up beer
brewed on-site (or from one of a number
of other local brewers) for about the same
price you’d spend on the quality-impaired
items at Century Rio.
Not only that, but Flix, like other dineand-drink cinemas (think Alamo, if you’re
an Austinite), has bucked the trend of packing the half-hour before showtime with
too-loud commercials, and is instead giving
audiences a reason to show up early by
offering a pre-show with archival film clips,
mini-documentaries and the like relevant
to each film.
The building is still taking shape at 3200
La Orilla NW, but keep your eyes open for
more news in the near future.

By the time this article sees print, a new
taproom will have joined Downtown’s
burgeoning beer scene. Monks’ Corner,
located at the corner of Silver and 3rd,
is the newborn child of Abbey Brewing
Company, so you can expect plenty of
approachable Belgian styles among the
promised 20 taps.
The monks will soon be joined by
restaurants Crackin’ Crab and Maya,
which will take up residence in the same
building.
Ale Republic (28 Arroyo Seco Road,
Cedar Crest), which had a soft opening
a few weeks ago, is ready to make its
grand entrance. This Saturday, Oct.
8, from noon to 9:00 p.m., they’ll be
celebrating their grand opening in East
Mountain style. Expect plenty of bands,
including Wagogo and Pangea, jewelry
vendors and – why not? – a painting
class.

Can It, Bosque!
Looks like a few favorite Bosque
Brewing Co. beers will be camping-ready
before you know it.
The guys at Bosque have teamed up
with Denver-based Sleeping Giant Brewing Co. to get their three most popular
beers – Bosque IPA, Bosque Lager, Scotia
Scotch Ale – canned and to market by
mid-October.
Good thing, too, since there’s only a
few weeks left before it gets too cold
for campfires and sleeping bags.

Ty Bannerman is a beer drinker, co-host of
the City on the Edge podcast and author
of “Forgotten Albuquerque,” as well as a
forthcoming memoir.

Monday - Saturday 10:30am - 8pm Closed Sundays
Kids eat for $1.99 all day. (Includes drink)
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Alien Space Kitchen Cooks Up Something Strange
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BY BRADLEY T. SCHUMAN

A

lien zombies invade local garage and make punk
album, more at 11.
Alien Space Kitchen defines themselves as “garagepunk space-pop.” Google that phrase, and you’re
only going to find hits for this Albuquerque trio.
Alien Space Kitchen has a niche carved out.
When my editor gave me this album to review, it
was a pleasant surprise to see it on vinyl. She handed
it to me, still sealed in its plastic wrapper, with dirty
desert hotel pop art on the sleeve. There’s a shirtless
woman with an axe over her shoulder and a cigarette
dangling from her lips on the back.
The track list is written in fonts I’d expect from the
opening credits of a Hammer Horror movie. This
album is not trying to blend in with the rest of your
record collection – this album is telling you it’s going
to be a little weird.
“Some of This Is True” is Alien Space Kitchen’s
second album; “Just ASK” (also released on vinyl!)
came out to local critical acclaim and a New Mexico
Music award in 2013.
The new album sounds a bit cleaner than the last,
in both production quality and the overall construction of the songs. When you put the two side-by-side,
“Some of This Is True” feels like it got a lot more polish and post-production work than its predecessor.
The album made me want to grab my skateboard
and a time machine, and head back to the early ‘90s
to hang out at the local park, where none of us ever
did anything more interesting than fall off our boards

Alien Space Kitchen

and lie about getting laid while receiving weird looks
from the neighbors.
As far as content goes, however, the two albums
have plenty in common. The tropes of zombies,
aliens, vitriol for the establishment and embracing
being weird run thick in both. Songs are short, lyrics
are delivered with twangy pop-punk style, bass
lines have a groovy surf vibe and the guitar has the
sharp repetition you expect from summer-time punk.

Start and end your day with us!

KSFR fm
101.1
santa fe public radio

Award winning news,
public affairs & talk radio
Eclectic music

streaming live
@ ksfr.org

Listener supported public radio

“Some of This Is True” hits all the checkboxes you’d
expect for making a solid garage-punk album.
“The Decline and Fall of Western Civilization”
includes the phrases “All we want is water/All we
get is oil” and “The decline and fall of nothing much
at all.” Big middle finger to Big Oil, check.
“Zombie Outbreak” is a speedy little daydream
about shooting your way through the walking dead.
Guns, check; Zombies, check.
“How to Fake a Lunar Landing” is painfully catchy,
with drummer Noelle singing half the vocals (try
drumming and singing sometime – it ain’t easy).
Conspiracies? Check.
“Welcome to Star 65” is my favorite off the album:
It dips back and forth between a stray-cat-strut-style
swing and a thrashy, jump-around punk anthem
pretty smoothly. Listen-to-at-your-own-risk-catchy
song? Check.
“Some of This Is True” closes with “Out to LA,” a
dreamy little ballad that doesn’t sound a thing like
the rest of the album and lets you relax after the
intensity of the other tracks. Smooth come-down after
radical come-up? Check.
Alien Space Kitchen looks to be doing a little touring soon: they’ll be in Santa Fe at the Underground
at Evangelo’s Oct. 14, with several dates to follow in
Phoenix, Los Angeles and Anaheim.
Bradley T. Schuman is a pop culture geek and music nerd
with far too many records and opinions.

books
‘Small Great Things’ is Far
From Black-And-White
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BY JYLLIAN ROACH

T

here are lots of reasons
a reviewer chooses to
write about one book over
another. Sometimes it’s
the cover art, or the lure
of a well-known author’s
name. Other times it’s
simply that it’s conveniently located on the top
of a stack. Most of the time
though, we choose them
based on the description.
And it was the description of Jodi Picoult’s newest novel, “Small Great
Things,” that convinced
me to give this title a shot when I found
out at the last minute that I had to whip
something up.
According to the blurb, the book is
about a nurse who is accused of murder. Thankfully, this grossly simplified
the contents of the novel. I say thankfully because, if it hadn’t, I wouldn’t
have chosen this book to read when I
had only two days to do so.
“Small Great Things” is not a light
read. It’s a story that takes careful aim
and punches you in the gut over and
over again. And it’s certainly not a
story about a nurse who is accused of
murder.
The chapters rotate from the first
person perspective of three characters:
Ruth, a light-skinned Black nurse
who has spent her entire life doing her
best to conform to the status quo. Her
speech is careful, her hair straightened
and her education impeccable.
Kennedy, a white, upper-middle class
(thanks to her husband’s career) public
defense attorney.
And then there’s Turk, the white
supremacist father of a dead child. A
child who died in Ruth’s care.
While none of these characters
are stereotypical, they are definitely
composites of people we’ve all met. Of
ourselves. So much so that throughout
the book, there was something like a
mantra in my head: I’ve done that. I’ve
seen that. Oh man, I’ve said that.
Which is why, when I realized as early
as the end of the first chapter that this
was a heavier book than the description
led me to believe, I panicked a little.
Was it OK for me, a Caucasian reviewer, to pass judgment on this piece
of work?
For that matter, who was Jodi Picoult, a Caucasian author, to write on
this subject? For the answer to that

question, I went to Picoult’s website.
“I wasn’t writing it to tell
people of color what their
own lives were like. I was
writing to my own community — white people — who
can very easily point to
a neo-Nazi skinhead and
say he’s a racist … but who
can’t recognize racism in
themselves,” Picoult wrote.
In that single quote,
Picoult bares the heart of
“Small Great Things.” The
greatest privilege the white
community — my community — has is
the privilege of never even having to
know we’re privileged.
I have two bachelor’s degrees, one in
journalism and one in sociology. I’ve
read essays on privilege and racism,
I’ve taken classes on the subjects and
participated in extremely difficult
discussions. None of that educated me
anywhere near as well on the direct
correlation between privilege and race
as reading this book did.
Like most, I know a white power
tattoo when I see one. I can spot and
have spoken up about outwardly racist
actions and speech. However, I had
not been aware that overcompensation
could be just as harmful. Like claiming
not to see color, or acting as a champion, rather than playing a supportive
role when a person of color faces
racism.
And that’s what happens throughout
“Small Great Things.” Turk, with his
white supremacist beliefs, is constantly
trying to drown out Ruth’s voice; at the
same time, Kennedy, with her wellintended but naive social justice beliefs,
is doing the exact same thing.
“Small Great Things” is a page-turner.
It’s beautifully crafted and absolutely
stunning. But it will also hurt. Because
Picoult does an excellent job of peeling away the layers of privilege and
showing exactly how blind the racial
majority truly is.
“Small Great Things” by Jodi Picoult
will be available nationwide on Oct. 11.
Want us to review your book? Send a message to
books@freeabq.com

Jyllian Roach is the arts and entertainment
editor at ABQ Free Press. Reach her at
jyllian@freeabq.com

I turned 26
and my parent’s
health plan
gave me the boot.

be

be well nm.com
THE PLACE TO SHOP, COMPARE AND BUY HEALTH INSURANCE.

Affordably.

Life is full of changes, it’s the one thing you can count on.
But the need for health insurance in New Mexico remains
the same. Everyone must be covered. If you’ve lost your
health insurance over the past 60 days, or experienced
some change in your life like a new baby, losing a job, or
turning 26, we’ll help you find affordable health insurance or
re-evaluate your financial assistance options. Visit us online
at beWellnm.com, call us at 855.996.6449, or visit us in
person. Be healthier, be happier, be insured at beWellnm.
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A Tank of Gas: Jemez Mountains

travel

BY MORIAH CARTY

W

ith weather this perfect, there’s no reason to
stay inside. So why not take a trip to some
beautiful peaks? Namely, the Jemez Mountains.
There are enough sites in the area to keep a mind
and body busy for a whole weekend — and all on a
single tank of gas.

Albuquerque to Gilman Tunnels: 57 miles
Outside of the rich Pueblo culture and history, the
Jemez are dotted with hiking trails, climbing areas
and, notably, various hot springs.
First, head up to the Gilman Tunnels off of Highway
4, also known as the Jemez Scenic Byway. Originally
for logging and forest access, Forest Road 376 is now
a multipurpose access road know for the stunning
series of granite-carved arches.
Low- and high-clearance vehicles alike can handle
this road. It’s a 24-mile scenic drive through the Jemez
National Forest, where the leaves are turning from
brilliant green to vibrant hues of red, yellow and
orange.
Small creeks run through the meadows while cows
graze lazily nearby. If you’re lucky, you may spot
some deer. Take your time — this picturesque beauty
shouldn’t be sped past.
A word of caution, though: Make sure to check with
the local forest ranger on the road conditions and closures before making the trip. Winter weather renders
this way inaccessible.
Once you reach NM 126, cross it to continue on FR
376 toward San Antonio Hot Springs, the second waypoint. Another five miles, and the trailhead parking
lot comes in view.

Gilman Tunnels to San Antonio Hot Springs:
30 miles
It’s time to stretch those legs. Pack lots of snacks and
extra water; the hike to the springs is short, but scenic.
A quick mile later and it’s time to soak.
The San Antonio Hot Springs are a little less frequented than some of the other, more easily accessed
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Fall Weather in N.M. Means Golf and Balloons

hot springs.
The water trickles into the lower
pools, giving off light steam in the
brisk, fall air. The effect is complete
relaxation. The pool at the top is
the best, as the warm water feeds
directly into it and it has the best
view of the valley below.
Don’t forget your hammock: The
perfectly spaced pine trees offer
impeccable spots for napping.

Winter Golf Getaways

A

San Antonio Hot Springs to
Battleship Rock Picnic Area:
12 miles
On the way back, stop at the
Battleship Rock picnic site and
check out the magnificent volcanic rock formation that, in fact,
resembles a Navy battleship. The
ambitious hiker can follow the
trail at the base of the formation
and make it to the top.
As always, pay attention to maps
and fee areas.

Dan Vukelich

Twelve of Sandia Golf Club’s 18 holes play toward the Sandias.
By DAN VUKELICH
Even the drive from Albuquerque to the Jemez area is filled with photogenic scenes, such as
this one on US 550.

Battleship Rock Picnic Area to
Soda Dam Historical Marker:
4 miles
Soda Dam Historical Marker is
a funky rock formation. Years of
erosion from the sulfuric water
bubbling underneath have left a
wave-shaped rock, ready to fall
into the waterfall below it. Take
some more pictures. It’s the last
spot for a good photo on the way
out.

Soda Dam Historical Marker
to Highway 4 Coffee: 1.5
miles

Forest Service Road 376 is surrounded by high cliffs that look dazzling in the afternoon
light.

One more stop before the haul
home. Highway 4 Coffee is open
late on the weekends, a bonus
for weary travelers. A warm cup
of coffee and some locally made
sweet pastries are the perfect boost
to make it home. A few more moments in the company of the locals
and hop back into the vehicle.

Highway 4 Coffee to Albuquerque: 59 miles
After a long day, it’s time to
head home. The sun is setting on
the Sandias on the drive back, a
reminder as to why they are called
Sandia in the first place.

Stops: 5; Miles: 163.5
The winding road through the Gilman Tunnels lies near the bottom
of a granite canyon.

TRAVEL

Moriah Carty is an Albuquerque local with a heavy sense of wanderlust.

San Antonio Hot Springs is a little harder to get to than the Jemez Hot Springs, but it also
has fewer visitors.

A

hot air balloon, yellow and red and as big as a
house, just cleared the treetops, then descended
onto the course with a series of urgent “wooshes”
from its burner.
The wicker gondola bounced and bumped along
the fairway for about ten yards, then tipped over,
awkwardly, its envelope dragging it and the balloon’s three occupants until it stopped in front of the
eighth green of the University of New Mexico North
Golf Course.
My playing partner, a visitor, was in awe. Me? All
I saw was a colossal distraction between myself and
my ball, which I’d just hit to about 15 feet from the
flag.
A flag-festooned chase vehicle soon arrived, and
out of the truck spilled the crew. Laughing and
shouting apologies, they quickly deflated the balloon’s envelope. We waved. They waved. Then they
packed up and drove off, laughing. A happy, welllubricated bunch, I thought, for 9 a.m. on a Sunday.
Sadly, I missed my birdie putt.
The spectacle was repeated all over town as
balloons landed on golf courses, alfalfa fields and
vacant lots – any space large enough for a balloon
and a chase crew.
Balloonists, I realized, come here for the same
reason golfers do: brisk mornings that warm quickly,
plenty of sunshine and generally light winds. So, if
you’re here for the balloons, or you live here yearround, this is prime golf season, so grab those sticks
from the garage and get outside and smell the aroma
of growing green grass before, sadly, it turns brown
all too soon.
Here are some picks:
Paa-Ko Ridge Golf Club (paakoridge.com;
505-281-6000) Perennially recognized on the two top
national golf magazines’ Top 100 lists, Paa-Ko was
carved by designer Ken Dye through a hilly piñon
and juniper forest. No two holes are alike, which
means you can vividly replay your round in your
mind’s eye – the mark of a truly great golf course.
Sandia Golf Club (sandiagolf.com; 505-798-3990)
Sandia Pueblo’s golf course designed by Scott
Miller (We-Ko-Pa Cholla Course, Couer d’alene
Resort) is just across Interstate 25 from the balloon
fiesta’s launch field. Twelve of Sandia’s 18 holes

play toward the 10,600-foot-high Sandia Peak. The
course’s forgiving resort design gives high-handicap
players a fighting chance at finding errant shots, but
its greens can be merciless.
Santa Ana Golf Club (mynewmexicogolf.com;
505-867-9464) This 27-hole Ken Killian-designed
daily-fee property would rank as the top daily-fee
course in almost any other U.S. city, but the friendliness of Santa Ana’s staff makes it No. 1 in service
locally. On-property is the Prairie Star Restaurant,
acclaimed for its wine cellar and its New Mexican
interpretation of continental cuisine.
Twin Warriors Golf Club (mynewmexicogolf.com;
505-771-6155) A sister course to Santa Ana, Twin
Warriors, designed by Arizona architect Gary Panks
(Grayhawk Golf Club Talon Course), is a 7,500-yard
modified desert links design that has hosted the national championship for PGA of America club pros.
It’s the on-property amenity to the Hyatt Regency
Tamaya Resort & Spa.
University of New Mexico Championship Golf
Club (unmgolf.com; 505-277-4546) Red Lawrence
(The Wigwam, Desert Forest) built this hilly test
in 1966 that’s hosted NCAA Division I Men’s and
Women’s National Golf Championships.
Also in Albuquerque: The Canyon Club (formerly
Four Hills Country Club); Arroyo del Oso Golf
Course, an Albuquerque municipal course; Isleta
Eagle Golf Course, 27 holes; and UNM North, a
nine-hole course on the main UNM campus.
A short drive north is Cochiti Golf Club (cochitigolfclub.com; 505-465-2230). In 1981, Robert Trent
Jones Jr. cut this target-style course through spectacular red-rock canyons on Cochiti Pueblo. There
are no houses or highways near the course, and no
sounds except the wind in the trees and the crack of
your golf shot.
In Santa Fe is Marty Sanchez Links de Santa Fe
(linksdesantafe.com; 505-955-4400). “Marty,” as it’s
called, is a city-owned modified desert links course
designed by Baxter Spann. It’s just 15 minutes west
of the Santa Fe Plaza and offers a last-minute alternative to gallery-crawling or shopping.
Dan Vukelich is editor of ABQ Free Press Weekly. He was
previously editor of Sun Country Golf, New Mexico’s
statewide golf magazine. Reach him at editor@freeabq.com

n hour’s flight time from Albuquerque
gets you to Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale,
where sunshine, the scent of oleander and
balmy days are a recipe for ideal golfing from
November through March.
For high-end golf, try TPC Scottsdale’s Stadium Course, the venue each February for the
Waste Management Phoenix Open. For a more
affordable round, the TPC’s Champions Course
gives you the same championship conditions
at a fraction of the price.
Other Valley of the Sun picks: Fort McDowell
Yavapai Nation’s We-Ko-Pa Golf Club and its
two 18-hole venues, the Cholla and Saguaro
courses, north of Fountain Hills; Papago Golf
Course, a Phoenix municipal course; and
McCormick Ranch Golf Club in the heart of old
Scottsdale.
A couple hours away by air is Palm Springs,
Calif., long derided as “God’s Western Waiting
Room.” But in the last decade, the Coachella
Valley has grown in national stature as a golf
destination: Its offerings include Indian Wells
Golf Resort’s two courses, arguably two of the
most beautiful municipal golf courses in the
United States; PGA West’s TPC Stadium Course
by Pete Dye; and the Classic Club, an Arnold
Palmer design.

Dan Vukelich
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Experience Hi-flying Fun

SEPTEMBER 27–
OCTOBER 12

CALENDAr CALENDAr

Sunshine Theater
120 Central Ave SW, 764-0249,
sunshinetheaterlive.com
October 6, City and Colour,
Phoebe Bridgers
October 7, Dizzy Wright
October 8, Half Pint Brawlers
Midget Wrestling
October 9, Twiztid
October 11, Yellowcard
October 12, Clutch, Zakk Sabbath

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6
Bear Grillz
9 pm, El Rey Theater,
622 Central Ave SW, elreyabq.com

The Bus Tapes: Balloon Fiesta
Entertainment
7:30 pm, Balloon Fiesta Park, 5500
Balloon Fiesta Parkway, 768-6050,
balloonfiesta.com

SEPTEMBER 24–OCTOBER 9
Sister Bar
407 Central Ave SW, 242-4900,
sisterthebar.com
October 6, Fred and Toody
(of Dead Moon)
October 7, An-Ten-Nae & Soohan
October 9, Darsombra, Holy Glories

SEPTEMBER 24–
OCTOBER 11
Low Spirits
2823 2nd St NW, 344-9555,
lowspiritslive.com
October 6, Ali and the Afterhours
October 7, Let it Grow
October 11, Chicano Batman, Sadgirl

SEPTEMBER 24–
OCTOBER 14
Dirty Bourbon
9800 Montgomery Blvd NE,
296-2726,
thedirtybourbon.com
October 13-14, Nathan Dean & The
Damn Band

Launchpad
618 Central Ave SW, 764-8887,
launchpadrocks.com
October 7, Voodoo Glow Skulls
October 8, Roger Clyne & The
Peacemakers
October 9, Montana of 300
October 10, The Struts
October 11, The Mighty, Dayshell
October 12, Ra Ra Riot

AirDance ArtSpace,
3030 Isleta Blvd SW, 842-9418,
airdance.org

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12

Balloon Fiesta Park, 5500 Balloon
Fiesta Parkway, 768-6050,
balloonfiesta.com

Bach & Beer with cellist
Steuart Pincombe
7 pm, Bow & Arrow Brewing Co,
602 McKnight Ave NW, 247-9800,
musicinfamiliarspaces.com

Dom Flemons
7:30 pm, The Cooperage,
7220 Lomas Blvd NE, ampconcerts.org

Albuquerque International
Balloon Fiesta

Balloon Fiesta Week at the
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270,
indianpueblo.org

OCTOBER 7–NOVEMBER 30

EXPO New Mexico,
300 San Pedro Dr NE, 222-9700,
dragonshouseofhorror.com

Woman on Fire
National Hispanic Cultural Center,
1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,
nhccnm.org

THROUGH OCTOBER 23
The Best Man
The Adobe Theater, 9813 4th St NW,
898-9222, adobetheater.org

Casting Crowns

Guild Cinema
3405 Central Ave NE, 255-1848,
guildcinema.com
Through October 6, An Art that
Nature Makes: Photographer
Rosamond Purcell
Through October 6, Hieronymus
Bosch: Touched by the Devil
October 7-16: Southwest Gay &
Lesbian Film Festival

OCTOBER 6–20
Jean Cocteau Cinema

8 pm, Meow Wolf,1352 Rufina Cir,
Santa Fe, (505) 395-6369,
meowwolf.com

418 Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe,
(505) 466-5528,
jeancocteaucinema.com
Through October 6, She Sings to
the Stars
Through October 6, Dancer
October 11-20, Godzilla Resurgence

Chris Tomlin

STARTS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7

Busdriver

Inn of the Mountain Gods Resort &
Casino, 287 Carrizo Canyon Rd,
Mescalero, (800) 545-9011,
innofthemountaingods.com

Jazz Brasileiro
2 pm, Free, Albuquerque Museum of
Art & History, 2000 Mountain Rd NW,
242-4600, albuquerquemuseum.org

OCTOBER 8–9

Long Way North
Center for Contemporary Arts
Cinematheque, 1050 Old Pecos Trail,
Santa Fe, (505) 982-1338,
ccasanta-fe.org

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7
Topaz
KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW,
768-3544, kimotickets.com

Rio Grande Community Farm,
1701 Montaño Rd NW,
riograndefarm.org

THROUGH OCTOBER 31
Galloping Grace Youth Ranch
Pumpkin Patch

Meeting of the Minds: It Won’t
Show Up in the Picture
Noon, Free, UNM Art Museum,
203 Cornell Drive, 277-4001,
unmartmuseum.org

What Does Humanity Know
About The Universe?: Stephen
A Gregory
6:30 pm, O’Niell’s Nob Hill,
4310 Central Ave SE,
scienceontapnm.blogspot.com

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9

Various Locations, Albuquerque,
swglff.com

The Villalobos Brothers
7:30 pm, Lensic Theater,
211 W. San Francisco, Santa Fe,
(505) 988-1234, ticketssantafe.org

MONDAY, OCTOBER 10
Dom Flemons
8 pm, Taos Mesa Brewing,
20 ABC Mesa Rd, El Prado,
(575) 758-1900, taosmesabrewing.com

EVENTS
THROUGH OCTOBER 9
Balloon Fiesta Week in
Old Town
11am, Free, Historic Old Town, Rio
Grande Blvd & Central Ave NW, 311,
cabq.gov

Rodey Theatre, UNM Main Campus,
203 Cornell Drive, 925-5858,
unmtickets.com

OCTOBER 6–16
Honk! The Musical
African American Performing Arts
Center, 310 San Pedro Dr NE,
222-0778, thegrowingstage.com

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7
Miguel Gandert – Gallery Talk
5:30 pm, New Mexico Museum of Art,
107 W. Palace Ave, Santa Fe,
(505) 476-5072, nmartmuseum.org

1 pm, Free, Los Jardines Institute,
803 Las Vegas SW, 503-6281,
muertosymarigolds.org

Space Chat with Virgin
Galactic
1 pm, Explora, 1701 Mountain Rd NW,
224-8300, explora.us

OCTOBER 8–9
Paa-Ko Fine Artists Show &
Studio Tour
11 am, Free, Paa-Ko Event Center,
232 Paa-Ko Drive, Sandia Park,
paakoartists.com

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9
Local Food Festival

What is Your Humor?:
Shakespeare Talks
5:30 pm, Santa Fe Woman’s Club,
1616 Old Pecos Trail Santa Fe,
(505) 466-3533,
internationalshakespeare.center

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12
Frybread-Making Class Level III

Free Fibromyalgia
Movement Class
1 pm, Free, Khoo Wellness, 8338
Comanche Rd NE, 393-5556,
khoowellness.com

2ND MONDAYS
Veterans for Peace
Chapter 063 Meeting
5:30 pm, Albuquerque Center for
Peace & Justice, 202 Harvard Dr SE,
271-9274

TUESDAYS
Casino del Rueda Dance Class
6 pm, National Hispanic Cultural
Center, 1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,
nhccnm.org

Knit Clique
4 pm, Esther Bone Memorial Library,
950 Pinetree Rd SE, Rio Rancho,
891-5012 x3128,
riorancholibraries.org

Truckin’ Tuesdays
11 am, Civic Plaza, 1 Civic Plaza NW,
3rd St NW and Marquette Ave NW,
albuquerquecc.com

2ND TUESDAYS
Korean War Veterans
Open Meeting

10 am, Free, Gutierrez-Hubbell House,
6029 Isleta Blvd SW, 244-0507,
gutierrezhubbellhouse.org

1 pm, New Mexico Veterans’ Memorial,
1100 Louisiana Blvd SE, 256-2042,
nmvetsmemorial.org

Miss New Mexico Latina

WEDNESDAYS

6 pm, National Hispanic Cultural
Center, 1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,
nhccnm.org

MONDAY, OCTOBER 10
Indigenous Peoples’ Day
Celebration
9 am, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270,
indianpueblo.org

OCTOBER 6–27
Live Without Anger
Thursdays, 7 pm, Kadampa Meditation
Center, 142 Monroe St NE, 292-5293,
meditationinnewmexico.org

6 pm, O’Niell’s NE Heights,
3301 Juan Tabo Blvd NE, 264-1368,
drinkingliberally.org

ABQ Jazz Trio Open Jam
5 pm, Free, Lizard Tail Brewing,
9800 Montgomery Ave NE,
lizardtailbrewing.com/home

Stories in the Sky with
Laurie Magovern
9:30 am & 11 am, Anderson Abruzzo
Balloon Museum,
9201 Balloon Museum Dr NE,
768-6020, balloonmuseum.com

Talin Market Food Truck
Round Up
11 am, 88 Louisiana Blvd SE

Pumpkins and
Apples, Oh My!

Progressive Democrats of
America Meeting
Sportsmen and Women’s
Meeting: NM Wildlife
Federation

MONDAYS

Algodones Sculpture Park and
Gallery Opening

Drinking Liberally – ABQ
Chapter

6 pm, Free, Tamarind Institute,
2500 Central Ave SE, 277-3901,
tamarind.unm.edu

OCTOBER 7–MARCH 12
New Mexico Museum of Art,
107 W. Palace Ave, Santa Fe,
(505) 476-5072, nmartmuseum.org

2ND WEDNESDAYS

7 pm, First Unitarian Church,
3701 Carlisle Blvd NE, 898-1237

ONGOING

Small Wonders

10 am, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270,
indianpueblo.org

Artist Talk: Aaron Noble

Sierra Club Gallery, 2215 Lead Ave SE,
243-7767

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6
5:30 pm, Free, Harwood Museum
of Art, 238 Ledoux St, Taos,
(575) 758-9826, harwoodmuseum.com

1 pm, Loma Colorado Main Library,
755 Loma Colorado Blvd NE,
Rio Rancho, RSVP: 891-5013 x3033,
riorancholibraries.org

6 pm, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270,
indianpueblo.org

Día De Los Muertos Workshop:
Sugar Skull & Face Painting

Comanches and Genizaros
in Taos

AARP Smart Driver Course

The Silk Painting of
Claudia Flugge

10 am, Free, Wee Bee Pickin’,
98 King Farm Rd, Moriarty,
(505) 705-1423, weebeepickin.com

DREAM BOXES: My Father’s
House and The Forest and
the Desert

KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW,
768-3544, kimotickets.com

Musical Theatre Southwest,
6320-B Domingo NE, 265-9119,
musicaltheatresw.com

1 pm, Free, Algodones Sculpture Park
and Gallery, 662 East Frontage Road,
Algodones, 249-8480,
algodonesart.wordpress.com

OCTOBER 6–9

The Godfather

Rock of Ages

Wee Bee Pickin’ Pumpkin Patch

14th Annual Southwest Gay &
Lesbian Film Festival

OCTOBER 8–9

Albuquerque Little Theatre,
224 San Pasquale Ave SW, 242-4750,
albuquerquelittletheatre.org

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8

OCTOBER 7–16

3 pm, Las Placitas Presbyterian Church,
7 Paseo de San Antonio, Placitas,
867-8080, placitasartistsseries.org

Little Shop of Horrors

Santa Ana Star Center,
3001 Civic Center Circle NE, 507-4393,
ggyr.org

National Hispanic Cultural Center,
1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,
nhccnm.org

Joseph Johnson

Verne Stanford,
Doug Glovaski, Ron Pokrasso

THROUGH OCTOBER 16

12:30 pm, N4th Theater, 4904 4th St
NW, 345-2140, ampconcerts.org

Rio Grande Farm Color Maze

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8

OCTOBER 7–NOVEMBER 20

Jagwa Music

OCTOBER 6–16

7:30 pm, Balloon Fiesta Park,
5500 Balloon Fiesta Parkway,
768-6050, balloonfiesta.com

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11

Historic Old San Ysidro Church,
966 Old Church Rd, Corrales,
corraleshistory.org

THROUGH OCTOBER 30

Soul Kitchen: Balloon Fiesta
Entertainment

EXPO New Mexico, 300 San Pedro Dr NE,
222-9700, quarantineabq.com

OCTOBER 7–31

7 pm, Isleta Amphitheater,
5601 University Blvd SE,
ticketmaster.com

Rage Against the Machine

SCREENS

4:30 pm, Balloon Fiesta Park, 5500
Balloon Fiesta Parkway, 768-6050,
balloonfiesta.com

Quarantine: The Curse

Part of Friends of the Wheelwright
Museum, 2:30 pm, Wheelwright
Museum of the American Indian,
704 Camino Lejo, Santa Fe,
(505) 982-4636, wheelwright.org

Opening Reception, Friday, October 7,
5-7 pm, MILL Contemporary,
702 1/2 Canyon Rd, Gypsy Alley,
Santa Fe, (505) 983-6668,
millcontemp.com

28th Annual Old Church Fine
Arts Show

7 pm, Los Cuates Sandia Park,
12540 NM-14, Sandia Park, 281-0315,
loscuatesrestaurants.com

Chispa: Bohemia Viva

MUSIC

Sandia Casino, 30 Rainbow Rd,
796-7500, sandiacasino.com

Book to Art for Kids

7 pm, Taos Mesa Brewing,
20 ABC Mesa Rd, El Prado,
(575) 758-1900, taosmesabrewing.com

Strange Danger Thrill Show:
Dragons House of Horrors

Pleasure Pilots: Balloon Fiesta
Entertainment

t’s hard to describe an aerial show to someone who had
never experienced one.
It’s a bit like gymnastics, but with flying.
Or a bit like acrobatics, but with dance.
The one thing it isn’t is boring.
The junior company (adorably nicknamed Flying
Monkeys) at AirDance ArtSpace will be showing off its
newest performance “Hero Quest” Oct. 7 through 9 at
303 Isleta Blvd. SW.
The original performance follows a group of teenage
villains looking to take over the world, and the teenage
heroes looking to stop them.
The hi-flying act will feature original music from J.
Stuart Smith and amazing aerial acrobatics.
For more information, visit airdance.org

1ST WEDNESDAYS

Avant-garde Jewelry:
David Gaussoin

OCTOBER 12–29

7 pm, Santa Ana Star Center, 3001
Civic Center Circle NE, 891-7300,
santaanastarcenter.com

I

MONDAY, OCTOBER 10

HeroQuest

7:30 pm, Outpost Performance Space,
210 Yale Blvd SE, 268-0044,
outpostspace.org

Alchemie

BY JYLLIAN ROACH

OCTOBER 7–9

Band of Heathens

Steve Lehman Trio

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7

AirDance

Rio Grande Arts & Crafts
Festival: Balloon Fiesta Show

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11
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6 pm, Tractor Brewing – Wells Park,
1800 4th St NW,
facebook.com/nmwildlife

THURSDAYS
Depression and Bipolar
Support Alliance Meeting
6:30 pm, First United Methodist
Church, 314 Lead SW, 766-2441,
www.dbsaABQMetro.org

Latin Gold: Salsa Lessons
& Dancing
8 pm, Free, Q Bar-Hotel Albuquerque,
800 Rio Grande Blvd NW, 225-5928,
qbarabq.com

Wagner Farms

Thirsty Thursdays
6 pm, Balloon Fiesta Park,
5500 Balloon Fiesta Parkway,
768-6050, yogazoabq.com

1ST AND 3RD THURSDAYS
Drinking Liberally –
Cedar Crest Chapter
5 pm, Greenside Café, 12165 NM-14,
Cedar Crest, 264-1368,
drinkingliberally.org

1ST THURSDAYS
HAH! Happy Arte Hour
5:30 pm, Free, National Hispanic
Cultural Center, 1701 4th St SW,
724-4771, nhccnm.org

FRIDAYS

BY JYLLIAN ROACH

W

agner Farms is hosting its annual Apple and Pumpkin
Fest this Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 8 and 9.
Attendees at the Corrales farm’s event can pick apples,
select pumpkins, sip fresh cider and take a hay ride, all while
listening to live entertainment and taking in the delicious
smell of roasting chile.
The family-friendly event will open at 9:00 a.m. on both
days and close up shop at 5:00 p.m. This is the farm’s third
time hosting the event.
For more information and directions, visit
wagnerfarmschile.com

Coffee Education and Tasting
6:30 pm, Prosum Roasters,
3228 Los Arboles Ave NE Ste 100,
379-5136, prosumroasters.com

Salsa En La Bodega
9:30 pm, The Cell Theatre, 700 1st St
NW, 766-9412, liveatthecell.com

1ST FRIDAYS
First Friday Fractals
New Mexico Natural History Museum,
1801 Mountain Rd NW,
nmnaturalhistory.org

SATURDAYS
Downtown Growers’ Market
7 am, Robinson Park, 8th and Central,
252-2959, downtowngrowers.org

Santa Fe Farmers Market:
Railyard
8 am, 1607 Paseo de Peralta at
Guadalupe, Santa Fe,
farmersmarketsnm.org

Downtown Walking Tours with
Albuquerque Historical Society

Storytime Saturday
2 pm, Free, Page 1 Books, 5850
Eubank Blvd NE #B41, 294-2026,
page1book.com

1ST SATURDAYS
The Organ Transplant Awareness Program of New Mexico
10:30 am, Erna Fergusson Library,
3700 San Mateo Blvd NE, more info:
344-0512

2ND SATURDAYS
American Veterans Post 7
Meeting
1 pm, Veterans of Foreign Wars Post
401, 2011 Girard Blvd SE, 366-3032

2ND & 4TH SATURDAYS
Coder Dojo
10 am, ages 7-17, Quelab, 680 Haines
Ave NW, coderdojoabq.github.io

10 am, Free, meet at Central and 1st
by Century Theater, 289-0586

3RD SATURDAYS

Saturday Night Swing Dance

12, Free, location varies, more info:
304-9411

7:15 pm, Rhythm Dance Company,
3808A Central Ave SE, 250-6146,
abqswing.com

Lyme Get Together

SUNDAYS
Rail Yards Market ABQ
10 am, Free, 777 1st St SW,
railyardsmarket.org

Sunday Family Fun
10 am, Bachechi Open Space,
9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW, 314-0398,
bernco.gov/openspace

3RD SUNDAYS
Family Fun Day
1:30 pm, New Mexico History
Museum, 113 Lincoln Ave, Santa Fe,
(505) 476-5200, nmhistorymuseum.org

Puzzle on page 31
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Crossword

motorcycle, Page 15
“We were both going through divorces at
the same time, and we
met at church and just
started talking,” Carl
says. “We became really
good friends. We would
go to the Village Inn on
Central, and we would
talk to 2 or 3 in the morning. My divorce was final
in 1990, and hers was in
1992. Shortly after that,
she started working for
me, and we eventually
got married.”
The wedding was
something you would
expect from a couple in
the motorcycle repair
business.
“We got married here in
Albuquerque, and we left
the church on a [Honda]
Dennis Domrzalski
Goldwing,” Theresa
recalls. “The best man
was on a bike. I had an
Hundreds of carburetor bodies from all makes and modold-fashioned dress that
els of motorcycles overflow from the storage shelves at
I bought from a secondSouthwest Cycles.
hand store for $50. The
guys were in red tuxedo
The motorcycle procession from
shirts, leather vests and blue jeans. I
the church to the reception was a
spent maybe $100 on the wedding. My
blast. Carl, with Theresa on the back
friend did the alterations on the wedof his bike, turned on the radio to an
ding dress. We had the reception at my
oldies station that just happened to
house, and I cooked all my own food.”
be playing, “Going to the Chapel” by

Customer service

Dan Vukelich

Southwest Cycle specializes in repairing and servicing
vintage British motorcycles, including Triumphs and
BSAs, but co-owner Carl Neiderman will work on just
about anything that comes through the door.

The Shirelles. Drivers in cars heard
the song and then turned their radios
to the same station, and “Going to the
Chapel” blared from a bunch of car
radios.

Where They’re Biting
H
ere’s the Oct. 4 fishing report from the
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish:

Morphy Lake: Angelico Chavez of Las Vegas caught
a 24-inch rainbow trout on Sept. 30. He also caught
several other rainbows and cutthroats fishing from
his float tube. He was using a size 16 elk hair caddis.

Chama River: Shirley
Hartman of Lubbock,
Texas, caught a 21.5inch, 3-pound brown
trout on Sept. 27. She was using an olive dubbing
leech. Kurt Deurre of Los Alamos caught a 21-inch,
3.75-pound brown trout Sept. 30. He was using
night crawlers.

Pecos River: Nikolas Adler of Santa Fe caught a
22-inch rainbow trout while fishing above Windy
Bridge campground on Oct. 1. He was using a
prince nymph.

Green Meadow Lake: Darrell Carr of Carlsbad
caught and released a 7-pound, 10-ounce largemouth bass on Sept. 30. He was night fishing and
using a black and blue Z-man chatterbait with a
craw trailer.

Rio Grande: Seth Kohrs of Albuquerque caught and
released several brown trout including a 24-inch
beauty and two others over 20 inches on Oct. 2. He
was using a size 4 double bunny streamer.

Lake Van: Adriana Parada caught a 26-inch,
5.5-pound channel catfish on Sept. 27. She was using
shrimp and chicken blood magic bait.

Red River: Lehi Muro, 8, of Albuquerque caught a
limit of trout on Oct. 1. He was fishing with his dad,
Mark, and using worms under a bobber.

Tingley Beach: Matthew Medina of Albuquerque
caught a 26-inch, 10-pound channel catfish on Oct.
2. He was using a Canadian night crawler under a
bobber.

One thing that keeps
customers coming back to
Southwest Cycles is the
service. The Neidermans
pretty much know all
their customers – many of
whom have been going to
the shop for decades – and
they treat them like family,
Theresa says. And then
there’s the honest service
they get.
A customer recently
came to the shop because
his bike’s charging system
wasn’t working. The
dealership he went to first
wanted to charge him $300
for a new charging system.
Then he took the bike to
Carl, who looked it over
and discovered that a wire
in the system was cut. Carl
repaired it for $80.
“We take the extra
minute to look at things,”
Carl says. “My dad always
said, ‘If you’re good to
your customers, they’ll be
good to you.’”

Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor
at ABQ Free Press Weekly.
Reach him at dennis@freeabq.com

Ute Lake: Eldon McWhorter of Bosque Farms caught
and released a 6.61-pound smallmouth bass Oct. 1.
He was using a drop shot rig.
Black River: Dustin Johnson, 14, of Carlsbad caught
a 10-pound blue catfish on Sept. 24. He was fishing
at Malaga with his grandmother and using chicken
liver.
Red River: Abby Shivers, 5, and Hannah Shivers,
4, of Logan caught limits of trout on Sept. 20. They
were fishing the river behind town with their dad,
Royce, and using worms and white PowerBait.
Storrie Lake: Leslie Benefield of Albuquerque was
fishing with her family and caught a 4.5-pound carp
on Sept. 24. She was trolling a worm.
If you have a catch of the week story or just want to tell
the folks at Game and Fish about your latest New Mexico
fishing experience, send it to fishforfun2@hotmail.com.
Include your name, age, hometown, date, and location,
type of fish, length and weight if possible, and bait,
lure or fly used.

by Myles Mellor and Sally York
Across
1. In the past
5. Debate position
8. Slip (into)
12. Tries to win
13. Marvel Comics 		
		 super villain
14. “How ___!”
15. “The King’s Speech” 		
		problem
16. Water tester
17. Guitar part
18. Jazz component
20. Pound
21. Laughing dog
23. Con’s explanation
27. US mountains
32. Fruit with slippery 		
		rind
34. French, melancholy
35. Hold
37. Commercial maker
38. Manner of speaking
40. Kind of tissue
43. Vinegary
47. Change course
48. Schtick

49. Section in the		
newspaper 			
		(abbreviation)
51. Forget
52. Perjure
53. Network of nerves
54. Clever
55. Picnic buster
56. Board member
Down
1. Harry Potter’s		
		mailman
2. Film genre
3. Truncheon
4. See
5. Terse
6. Lodger
7. Buck
8. Lab burner
9. The god of War
10. ___ is life!
11. Comic character		
comment
19. The magician made		
		 it appear out of		
____ (2 words)

20. Make knotted 		
		patterns
22. “___ so fast!”
23. “20/20” network
24. Thai language
25. Place to stay
26. Belfry denizen
28. Cincinnati or 		
		Karate?
29. Theory
30. Greek vowel
31. Member of Cong.
33. Stand by
36. A B vitamin
39. Group of eight
40. Wimbledon contest		
with final
41. Provide a top to
42. Creative
44. Ripped your shirt
45. Wild goat
46. Mention
47. Promise
48. Taking after
50. Detective, for short

Answers on page 29
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UPCOMING

OCTOBER 26

FEATURES

NOVEMBER 16

ELECTION GUIDE & POLITICS

DECEMBER 28

A GUIDE TO GIVE THE GIFT TO IMBIBE

CELEBRATE THE LOVE LOST IN 2016

ADVERTISING@FREEABQ.COM
(505) 345 4080 EXT 802

Albuquerque’s
Premier Facility
- for -

Mock Trials &
Focus Groups
• Trial

planning and issue spotting,
in-house facilitators

•

Mock jury services

•

Witness preparation

•

Simulated court and
deliberation venues

• Political

polling

Call 505-263-8425 or email
info@trialmetrixNM.com
6608 Gulton Court NE, Alb. 87109

trialmetrixnm.com

